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Multicultur al advocate resigns
Multicultural
Upton encourages college to make decisive diversity policy
says some things, makes some Bagpipe article dealing with Na
Nastatements, but when you begin tive Americans, Western expan
expanto push in that direction then you sion and slavery, that caused a
John Calvin Upton, Assistant get resistance.”
resistance."
tremendous amount of havoc,”
havoc,"
Professor of Education will not
Upton expressed that in com
com- said Upton referring to some of
return next year, ending his eight ing to Covenant he had a desire the controversial events in which
years at Covenant when his concon to see it become more diverse.
he was involved.
tract terminates June 30, 1996.
"I had an agenda when I came.
“I
On January 12, 1994, Upton
Upton announced early this Some people say you shouldn’t
shouldn't gave a chapel address in which
semester to Nick Barker, Dean of have an agenda
agenda..
.. .1
.I was very defi
power.”
defi- he stated “racism
"racism implies power."
Faculty, that he was resigning nitely interested in minority
minority This created an uproar around
from his faculty position and people coming to Covenant, es
es- campus as many students and
asked Barker not to renew his pecially A
frican Am
erican faculty members wrote Bagpipe
African
American
- present contract.
people.
articles in response to Upton’s
Upton's
In an interview with The Bag
Bag“If
"If we believe, in a Reformed message.
pipe, Upton expressed that there institution,
institu.tion, that the things we
Upton said he feels he is liv
livwere many reasons he had for teach and learn are good and ing under negative scrutiny for
leaving Covenant but he realized valuable and people need to the things he had done or said in
that he "was
“was out of step"
step” with know these things, and there is a the past.
Covenant College.
College.
large group—African
group-African American
"It's almost like it’s
“It’s
it's okay as
“I
"I think I might be heading and minority people—who
people-who don’t
don't long as you don’t
don't speak out on
down a little different track than have those values and views, then issues, as long as you don't
don’t ex
exwhere Covenant is and wants to the question comes in ‘how
'how are press your opinion on thingsthings—
go. And rather than cause prob
prob- we going to get them, where are unless
un less those opinions are in
lems, I think it’s
it's best to let it go we going to get them from?’
from?' agreement with the majority of
at Covenant,”
Covenant," Upton stated.
There has to be a deliberate ac
ac- student opinions. And so it be
beUpton reported that since he’s
he's tion to bring them in, otherwise came very uncomfortable.”
uncomfortable."
been at Covenant he has received it won’t
won't happen.
Upton was hired in 1987 as an
"tremendous resistance”
resistance" to his
“tremendous
"Lots
“Lots of negative things have Admissions counselor. In 1989
efforts to encourage diversity on happened...for
happened ... for example, I was • he was moved from Admissions
campus.
really slammed for suggesting to become director of the newly"Perhaps the college has not M
“Perhaps
Maya
aya Angelou com
e on formed Department of Multicul
come
Multiculdefined what it really wants.
wants. It · campus...Also
campus ... Also when I wrote The tural Services.
By J. Huisman and R. Kennedy
News Editor, Editor-in-Chief

The Department of Multicul
Multicultural Services was disbanded in
1994 with the understanding that
its goals would be implemented
into each of the five administraadministra
tive offices at Covenant.
At this time, Upton was hired
as an assistant professor in the
D epartm ent, but
Education Department,
taught mostly
Ihostly core classes such
as Self in Society and Global
Trends.
As a teacher, Upton also feels
he has been perceived unfairly.
“I think there are students who
"I
have been the recipients of aacercer
tain amount of 'talk,'
‘talk,’ and so there
are students who come in with all
kinds of views on me and who I
am...[and
am .. . [and these students] come
into class almost like ‘I
'I dare you
to teach me'
me’ or ‘I’m
'I'm not going to
learn anything in here.'
here.’..
....1I think
it’s hard to overcome that.”
it's
that."
Commenting on his controver
controversial time at Covenant, Upton said,
"I'm
“I ’m probably just tired of deal
dealing with those things. 1I don't
don’t
I'm disillusioned, I
know that I’m
think that I’m
I'm cynical in some
ways, saying, 'Well,
‘Well, this is the
way it is. This is the way it will
always be.’
‘Maybe [I] helped
be.' Or 'Maybe

Upton has been instrumental in
encouraging greater diversity
on the Covenant campus.
in some ways and maybe others
will have to pick up from there
and go on down the road with it.
it.'’
“I
"I appreciate Covenant Col
College; what I have learned about
world and life views as a student,
staff member, and teacher; and
my relationship with a lot of
people here,”
here," Upton said.
After spending several years in
the m
ission field, and then
mission
pastoring a church in Chatta
Chattanooga for eight years, Upton re
received a B.A. degree from Cov
Covenant in 1982, and a Masters of
Education from UTC in 1987.
1987.

Park Ranger warns Covenant students of dangers
By Heather Ferngren
Assistant News Editor

Dennis Curry, Covenant alumnus and Lookout Mountain Park
Ranger maintains trails developed in the 1930s by the Civilian
Conservation Corps ooff Roosevelt’
Roosevelt'ss New Deal Program.

Covenant students are fre
frequently ticketed for violating
National Park regulations for be
being present in the Chickamauga
and Chattanooga National Mili
Military Park after dark, according to
park ranger Dennis Curry.
“The
"The goal is to have people out
of the area by dark so they’re
they're not
stumbling on their hands and
knees down there in the dark.
’Cause
'Cause people die at Sunset
Rock,” said Curry.
Rock,"
“Every fatality in the last fif
"Every
fifteen years
ye~s in the high angle [cliff]
[cliff]
areas has involved alcohol or

drugs,"
drugs,” Curry said.
said.
Curry, the primary law enen
forcement ranger on Lookout
Mountain, has ticketed as many
as 100
I 00 Covenant students in one
school year, primarily for being
present at the Eagle’s
Sun
Eagle's Nest, Sunset Rock, and Point Park after the
posted closing time which varies
according to the time of year.
year.
Fines range from $50 to $500
and six months in the federal
penitentiary.
Two or three serious injuries
occur every year, and the last fafa
tality occurred about two years
ago, according to Curry.
Most violations by Covenant
students, however, have not in
in-

volved drugs or alcohol.
"I think Covenant students
“I
want to obey the regulations,”
regulations,"
Curry stated.
“They just need
stated. "They
more information.”
information."
Curry's goal, he said, "is
Curry’s
“is to
write no student tickets.”
tickets." His so
solution to this problem is to inform
students in the nearby colleges of
the dangers of being in the park
after dark, as well as to provide
students with opportunities to be
involved in the maintenance of
the park.
Curry hopes to involve stu
students in working on the trails on
a regular basis. He intends to becontinued on page 3
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Wittenburg Door article advocates idolatry
The other day I stopped to read the
Wittenburg Door before I went on my way.
Two articles were hanging there: one was
a poem admonishing women not to cause
men to stumble and another was an article
Ministry” which dede
"Women in Ministry"
entitled “Women
scribes the dangers associated with women
having ministries.
I was alarmed by this article because it
said some very dangerous things.
The article begins with a discussion of
women’s
women's ministries and mentions a valid
point that older women should teach
younger women.
women . However, the article
"dangers" that
went on to point out the “dangers”
accompany a woman having a ministry.
The most important question to ask when
“Who is this
a woman is in a ministry is "Who
idenwoman’s
“Is her iden
husband?" and next "Is
woman's husband?”
tity as a Christian woman centered around
husband?"
her relationship to her husband?”
This is preposterous! Since when is any
Christian, male or female, supposed to
have his or her identity centered on anyany
thing else besides Christ? As one profesprofes
sor pointed out to me, this is idolatry.
The Bible has much to say to Christian
women, but a problem I see today is that
much of the church is interpreting certain
passages of the Bible directed to women
and then interpreting the rest of the Bible
in light of these specific passages. Instead,
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we should look at what the Bible has to bands and wives, are called mutually to
spiri
say to all Christians, male and female, and hold each other accountable and to spirihusthen interpret specific .passages directed tually build each other up. Both the hus
to women in light of the entirety of scripscrip band and the wife should help each other
judge each other's
other’s
straight,judge
ture. The writer of this article is obviously keep priorities straight,
ignoring lots of other passages contained spiritual condition, and keep each other
in Scripture that direct all Christians to from temptation. Scripture also gives us
tremenmany pictures of women who had tremen
have their identity centered on Christ.
dous
ministries
outside
their
homes.
One
examine
The article then goes on to
womanexample
is
the
31
woman—
Proverbs
a
gives
and
women’s
ministries
slippery
women's
slope picture: first the older women start while not seeming to have direct control
teaching the younger women, then their over her various entrepreneurial activities,
minministries start flourishing, then they feel her husband even praises her for her min
min- istry.
a sense of accomplishment, then their min
I don’t
don't want to criticize this article just
istry becomes a career outside the home,
then the divorce (inevitably?) occurs. The for the sake of finding fault with its ideas.
it’s important to bring
article asserts that Christian women should However, I do think it's
never have a ministry outside of the home. up this issue at Covenant.
The fact that the article was submitted
minisIt even goes as far to say that if the minis
try in and of itself is "biblical
“biblical and Christ- to the Wittenburg Door shows that it holds
centered,” if it takes place outside the some degree of importance with someone.
centered,"
over And the opinions expressed in the article
realm of the household and is not overstu
ar carry some heavy implications for the stuseen by the husband, it is wrong. The arhere
at
Covenant.
dents
overto
needs
ticle says that the husband
over
If what the article asserts is true, a lot of
see the wife’s
“objectively”
wife's ministry by "objectively"
making sure her priorities are straight, us women here at Covenant are here to
judging whether she's
she’s spiritually qualified pursue a minstry which is seen by some
tempta- as unbiblical.
to teach, and protecting her from tempta
tions.
This seems to be in direct contradiction
~/?aCh*J2
to other pictures we are given in ScripScrip
husture. First, all Christians, yes even hus
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Sphere sovereignty, enkapsis two sides of same coin
Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the article
about required chapel attendance by Greg
Bats in the October 13 issue.
Bai.;s
I believe Mr. Baus has reached a wrong
conclusion about required chapel because
he has left something out of his considerconsider
ation.
The concept of sphere sovereignty is
counterbalanced by the concept of
enkapsis, the inter-structured coherence
between interwoven types of individual
totalities. (See Dooyeweerd, A New
Critique...vol.
discus
... vol. Ill for a complete discusCritique
enkapsis.)'·
sion of enkapsis.)
In other words, some things are inter
interwoven or interlaced or overlapped. There
are natural and unnatural interlacements
and both may occur in a single complete
structure.
Enkapsis may occur in normatively
qualified societal human organizations.
Examples are a parochial school and a
state established church or religion. Vol
Voluntary and indirectly compulsory organiorgani
zations may be interwoven with each other

in the form of a free association.
care
Dr. Abraham Kuyper wanted to be careful about sphere sovereignty and founded
a free university, free of church control and
free of state control. We may or may not
consider that an ideal.
By contrast, the Trustees of Covenant
College are a committee elected and concon
trolled by the General Assembly of the
PCA, giving the college an enkaptic rela
relationship with the denomination.
The college remains a free association
con
in that membership is voluntary. By conmemtrast, a Christian is automatically a mem
ber of the church invisible. If a Christian
does not place himself under the oversight
oversighr
of local elders, he neglects a vital aspect
·
of church membership.
The college, as a voluntary association,
establishes its own indirectly compulsory
requirements for its members. The senior
members determine the program of curcur
ricular and co-curricular offerings avail
availmemable to and required of the junior mem
bers. Required attendance at informal
worship (chapel) is one of the indirectly

co-curcompulsory (members may leave) co-cur
ricular requirements of the college.
We may debate whether such an interinter
lacement is wise or unwise, but it is cercer
associatainly legitimate for a voluntary associa
tion connected to the church. This does
not negate the distinctive normatively
qualified discipline of the school and the
(and state, and family, etc.) as sepasepa
church (and'state,
rate spheres, as Baus correctly points out
in his article.
con
We must be careful not to use the con"loophole" which
cept of enkapsis as the “loophole”
sim
allows us to do anything we want. It simative and
normative
ply means that both norm
associaenkaptic aspects of a voluntary associa
tion are legitimate.
We may think of sphere sovereignty and
enkapsis as two sides of the same coin.
They are both true and the one does not
negate the other.
I apologize for the Kuyperian/
Dooyeweerdian jargon, but Baus had to
bring it up!

fire occurred.
Secondly, it is inaccurate to say that the
Physical Plant department ignores the stustu
dent apartments. Ken Collison, clerk of the
Physical Plant office, lives in one of the
apartments and reports problems from
time to time. Many of the problems with
the student apartments lie in the fact that
probthe buildings are old. Not all of the prob
lems can be solved reasonably. Also, in
order for problems to be remedied, they
must be reported. In as much as they are
human, the Physical Plant workers are not
psychic.
In conclusion, what I want to say is this:
the Physical Plant department of Covenant
College is a hard-working group of people.
They do their best to maintain our cam
cam-
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Physical Plant unfairly, inaccurately criticized
Dear Editor:
ar
I am writing this in response to the arcon
ticle in the last issue of The Bagpipe concerning the fire in the student apartments.
I believe that the repeated criticism of the
Physical Plant department was both unun
fair and inaccurate.
First of all, however incredible they may
hu
seem, the Physical Plant workers are human. If a problem is just mentioned in
passing, it is reasonable to expect that it
might be forgotten. That is why the white
card system is used. If a problem is re
reported in writing, it will be processed, sent
to the proper department, and repaired as
quickly as possible. Had this procedure
been followed, the problem of the water
heater would have been fixed before the

Layout Assistant
Adam Bray

pus. They do make mistakes from time to
time, but so do we all. It is my belief that,
rather than being so quick to blame them
for a fire, which could have been prevented
had proper procedures been followed by
the residents, we should instead thank
them for the hard work that they do to keep
this campus in the best shape possible. If
we help them out by using the procedures
established by the department, problems
will be solved more efficiently.
I would like to thank every member of
the Physical Plant department for the time
and effort that each of them dedicates to
keeping the school facilities running as
smoothly as possible.
—Kari Carlson
-Kari
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ror the college’s m otto: “In all
things...Christ pre-eminent.”
The Bagpipe welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters must be signed, although
they may remain anonymous in print
Send letters to Box 92. The editor re
serves the right to edit all letters for clar
ity and space.
The opinions expressed herein are
not necessarily those of Covenant Colle®6
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Organization unable to Trustees hear chapel report
fund volunteer center
By John Huisman
News Editor

Cov
ing year the Foundation approved CovAt their Oct. 26-27 meeting, the Board
docu
es of Trustees approved two major docuenant to receive on-going support to es. ments submitted by the faculty.
tablish a Volunteer Center.
The Board discussed and approved a
Covenant’s Volunteer Center coordicoordi
Covenant's
Edu
The Joseph E. Mertz Memorial Edu“Statement of Affirmation”
Affirmation" submitted by
or nated Break On Impact mission trips and "Statement
cational Foundation, Inc., a charitable orScripture, origins,
faculty
concerning
the
minoutreach
the
Covenant's
gave money to Covenant’s
min
ganization responsible for funding
gender,
passion,
cultural diverdiver
sexuality,
Widows~,
has
City,
College,
such
Covenant
of
istries,
as
Inner
Widows’,
and
Center
Volunteer
con Prison Ministry. Additionally, during the sity and Covenant as a Christian academic
declared itself broke and is unable to conCov 1993-94 school year, the center provided institution. The Board requested that the
tinue funding the volunteer center at Covedit
Covenant students the opportunity to tutu statement receive some changes and editenant.
an tor Chattanooga high school students ing before it is released to the public. The
The Foundation expected to make anstatement will also be examined further
other large sum of money, on which to through the EXCEL program.
sup for its potential affect on public relations.
The Foundation, the sole financial supdraw for future years, from the sale of a
The Students Life Committee approved
Covenant’s Center, gave money
How- porter of Covenant's
large amount of property in Atlanta. How
Commit
Ne- a report submitted by the Chapel Commitever, they have been unable to sell the to colleges in Georgia, Indiana, and Ne
braska, for the purpose of establishing Vol
Vol- tee that included statements of purpose and
property.
pur- identity.
"I
“I don't
don’t know the specifics,"
specifics,” said Barb unteer Centers. The money generally pur
The report addresses six areas of chapel
Schreur, Associate Dean of Students, who chased a van, a computer and software,
conwas responsible for the Volunteer Center. and office supplies. Additional money was on which the chapel committee has con
volunteer
granted
to
pay
to
act
as
students
sensus:
“But what I do know is that the property
"But
“The purpose of the Covenant College
"The
didn’t sell, and that kept the Foundation coordinators.
didn't
col
Covenant’s Volunteer Center was forfor chapel program is to encourage the colCovenant's
from being able to continue the grants that
ident
to
m
erly located in the old E v id
e n t lege community to learn and worship tomerly
they had already made to colleges."
colleges.”
gether.”
Director's apartment on the first floor of gether."
bank Director’s
The Foundation did not declare bank“Covenant College i-s
is by definition a
year's paid coordinators
"Covenant
ruptcy, according to Schreur. "They
“They paid Founders. Last year’s
all their bills and they met all their grants. were Tonita Cagnolatti and Brad Hummel. faith-learning community dedicated to the
things.”
According to Cagnolatti, the Volunteer pre-eminence of Christ in all things."
don’t think there are creditors poundpound
So I don't
in"The
“The community worship should in
“a focal point for the outside
ing at the door saying ‘Give
'Give us more Center was "a
con- clude the following: the Word of God,
community for people to be able to con
money."'
money.’”
thanksgivhere." Most volunteer activiactivi prayer, praise, adoration, and thanksgiv
“The first rumblings that all was not well tact someone here.”
''The
ing."
probably happened about a year ago ties will continue at Covenant, but there ing.”
“The community learning may include:
coordi
"The
now—fall of 1994,"
1994,” Schreur said. "But
“But we will be no official organization to coordinow-fall
experi
had received enough money that we could nate them.
lecture and discussion, aesthetic experi“The majority of the volunteer activiactivi ences, addresses by speakers and perform
perform"The
continue to function through all of the
com
year.”
ministrie~ were all things that were ers by people within and outside the comties and ministries
. 1994-95 school year."
it munity having points of view not neces
necesCovenant spent the last of the grant going on before the Volunteer Center itmoney and received the last communica
communica- self was established-so
established— so it’s
it's not like sarily held by the majority here...”
here ... "
aren't going to be
tion from the Foundation in May of 1995. people all of a sudden aren’t
“The purpose of the chapel committee
"The
Covenant first received grant money volunteering for things,”
things," Cagnolatti said. is to advise the Dean of the Chapel ProPro
from the Foundation in 1993 to set up a
There still remains a possibility that the gram, to continually evaluate the program,
participat Foundation will sell
be to educate the community concerning the
scholarship fund for students participatsen·the property and being in Break On Impact trips. The followfollow gin supporting Volunteer programs again. purpose and practice of chapel, and to gen
generate support for the involvement in the
program."
chapel program.”
“The Chapel Committee recommends
"The
compiled by Heather Ferngren
that a Dean of the Chapel Program be
(.’('\eiunt College has discontinued the the Career and Graduate Studies Fair held
prosought to aid the community in this pro
on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Conven
gram.”
gram."
the 1995-96 school year in order to ev alu- tion and Trade Center.
Another statement in the document prepre
Through VIEWnet, Inc., students can
aie both the nature :ind the financial state
ap
sented by the Chapel Committee and apsit in front of a computer screen at the
of the program.
proved by the Board concerning worship
A community committee has been career fair and be interviewed face to face
was, "We
“We explicitly deny that we are a
formed to discuss whether the program by employers from across the nation. Stu
particular, corporate church; nor are we a
should continue to be called a “Fine Arts” dents can submit resumes in advance to
partici
family, although we are certainly particicenter, and employers
t)arit's career centen
series or if it should be changed to “Per Covenant’s
pating members of these groups whose
the names
es
,,
've,rsities will send back
forming Arts,” which would allow it to and universities
worship is biblically defined and govgov
interested in inter
f$ they are ini:ere
include a broader range of music. Addi of students
erned. But we are not, on the other hand,
tion
tionally, the committee is considering the viewing.
ina mere conglomerate of disconnected in
WUll·
Covenant
at the beginning
Covenant will know at
financial commitment
that CovenantCoJ
Covenant Col... "
entthat
financ.ilil
dividuals. The precedents for worship and
January if enough employers and
be able to make to the program. ooff January
corporate life provided by the family and
willbeable
lege will
graduate schools will be interested to jus
jusde graduate.schools
After committee members reach a deexpecchurch enter significantly into our expec
VIEWnet.
vari tify spending the money for VIBWnet.
cision, they will make a proposal to variin
in the community in an atat Schools participating in the job fair inous donors .in
pro clude Tennessee Temple College, Bryan
tempt to raise more money for the proC ollege, Lee Collegt
College^ Tennessee
gram. In the past, the annual budget has College,
“Adopt-a-Trail” program, whereby
gin an "Adopt-a-Trail"
been between $40,000 and $50,000, and Wesleyan College, and Southern College,
restudents from local colleges would be re
well as Covenant College.
has been made up of money from donors as ~en
sponsible for maintaining a half-mile of
and the.school
the school.
trail. The park service would post a sign
The Chapel Committee is considering
committee is considering charg
chargThe cmnmittee
acknowledging that the trail is maintained
ing students for tickets to performances. whether to create the position of Dean
Dean of
by the college.
In the past, students have received free Chapel Services for the 1996-97 school
in
Colleges Curry hopes to involve incommu year. The dean would most likely be a
tickets, while members of the commuclude: Tennessee Temple, Lee, Bryan,
commit ruling or teaching elder in the PCA and
nity have purchased tickets. The commitC ollege of Seventh Day
Southern College
tee hopes to begin the series again at the would run chapel services, teach core
Col
Adventists, and Southern Missionary Colclasses and provide counseling services.
start of the 1996-97 school year.
lege, as well as Covenant.
He would differ from a chaplain in that
The National Military Park of Georgia
re he would hold an academic title and
Graduating seniors may be able to reand Tennessee is located on Lookout
fac
ceive job and graduate school int.erviews
interviews would be a member of the teaching facceivejob
Mountain as well as in Chickamauga,
through the
internet at Opportunities '96~
‘96, ulty.
~internet
Georgia. It covers about 10,000 acres and
By Heather Ferngren
Assistant News Editor

News-in-Brief

coltations, practices, and regulations as a col
lege, but do not suffice to define or ex
exthem."
haust them.”
The approved report will receive some
minor editing and be re-presented to the
ap
Student Life Committee later for final approval.
The Board did not address the issue of
chapel worship being required for stustu
dents. However, there was a motion to the
“recommend
Student Life Committee to "recommend
that the administration encourage faculty
and staff participation as fully as possible
identiin community life, specifically as identi
fied in faculty handbook with regard to
chapel attendance."
attendance.” The motion failed.
“I was disappointed with the result of
"I
the vote concerning faculty and staff atat
tendance to chapel. It seemed apparent to
me that by the Board members approval
‘col
of a chapel statement that refers to the 'college community'
community’ they were in favor of
faculty and staff being at chapel. This is ·
undercurrently not the policy so I can't
can’t under
didn’t affirm what they
stand why they didn't
believed when they voted. I fully expect
that by the affirmation by the Board of the
term 'college
‘college community'
community’ that President
Brock will proceed with a new policy that
increases faculty and staff attendance,"
attendance,”
Stu
said Matthew Lindley, president of Student Senate.
motions were
Several other minor motio·ns
passed by the Board.
Profes
Dr. Timothy Morris, Associate Professor of Biology, was interviewed and his
appointment as professor was approved.
The Chairman of the Board, Joel Belz,
will appoint a Capital Campaign Steering
“for the purpose of recom
recomCommittee "for
approprimending to the full Board, at an appropri
ate time, the adoption of a formal capital
campaign with specific objectives and
goals.”
goals."
“name
The Board approved a motion to "name
the forthcoming residence hall in honor
Sr.”
0. Maclellan, Sr."
of the late Hugh O.
restrucThe Board also approved some restruc
turing in academic administration. Nick
Barker, Dean of Faculty, will be relieved
of some of his responsibilities effective
Jan. 1, 1996. Dennis Miller will pick up
some administrative responsibilities over
a variety of things including the library,
computer program, and the records office.
Educa
Steve Kaufmann, Professor of Educaob
tion, will take on the responsibility of observing and evaluating all of the faculty
members each year. Dan MacDougall,
Associate Professor of Biblical Studies,
will become responsible for curricular
matters including the integration of faith
and learning.

con t’d fro
m page 1
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Park Ranger, cont'd
includes the Chickamauga Battlefield,
Point Park, Sunset Rock, Glen Falls, ReRe
flection Riding and Nature Center and
Skyuka Springs Bluff trails. The Park
boundaries border Covenant property and
begin in the wooded area behind Jupiter
Road.
The trails were constructed in the 1930s
and are some of the best in the country,
“People come from all
according to Curry. "People
area,”
over North America to climb in this area,"
he said.
Curry has given only a couple tickets to
Covenant students so far this school year,
but has issued several verbal warnings.

,
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Accountability
Accounta
n
confession
ideal for confessio
By H. Ferngren, B. Matthews,
H. Erickson, and K. Sherbon
Guest Writers
acJosh Leonard’s
Leonard's article concerning ac
countability groups at Covenant in the
Septem ber 29 issue of
o f The Bagpipe
September
account
sparked some discussion in our accountability group.
The four of us have been involved in
beginan accountability group since the begin
in
ning of our freshmen year. We are intrigued by the idea of a group of people
committed to each other and we believe
that such relationships are mandated by
Scripture.
We would like to expound upon
Leonard’s
Leonard's article and offer some ideas and
guidelines in order to avoid the dangers
tenhe mentioned, namely gossip and the ten
mis
person's recent misdency to focus on a person’s
deeds rather than on his or her spiritual
growth.
Scripture provides us with numerous
incentives to form relationships that, at
their core, involve
involve. commitment, love and
exhortation.
In Ecclesiastes, Solomon writes,
“though one may be overpowered, two can
"though
defend themselves. A cord of three strands
12).
broken" (4:
(4:12).
is not quickly broken”
Matthew’s gospel Jesus says, "Again,
“Again,
In Matthew's
I tell you that if two of you on earth agree
about anything you ask for, it will be done
for you by my Father in heaven. For where
two or three come together in my name,
the
re am I with them”
them" (18:19,20).
thue
Christ, in choosing twelve disciples with
whom he spent the majority of his time,
showed us that while spending time with
many people is good, being committed to
a few is absolutely essential.
The second greatest commandment is
to love each other. People often think of
~thers-sharlove as merely being nice to others—shar
ing our pop tarts with the girls on the hall,
or leaving a sweet note for our roommate.
We propose that true Christ-like love is
much deeper: it involves genuine commitcommit
ment, honesty and self-sacrifice.
The heart of love is commitment; it is
not merely doing a kind act for a person
intime-although this certainly is an in
one time—although
love—but rather the sacsac
evitable part of love-but
rifice of yourself and your life to a person
over a period of time.
Accountability groups provide an ideal
setting for believers to work out these prinprin
ciples, as they learn what it means to love
God with their heart, mind, soul and
strength.
comEssentially, accountability is the com
mitment to another’s
another's life: to deepening
relationships, to walking with each other
through life, to building each other up and
to bearing one another's
another’s burdens.
We believe that an ideal accountability
group should be comprised of three to six ·
people, but we maintain that four or five
provides the perfect balance of varied
opinion and close intimacy. Two people
may be close, but will lack the necessary
dynamic of several different perspectives.
A group of four or five is small enough to
alstill be intimate, yet large enough to al
low for varied opinions, personalities and
gifts.
Honesty, love, confrontation, confession

and compassion are necessary elements in
a group. Love and honesty provide an
umbrella under which these other qualiquali
ties can be developed. Without genuine,
inGod-given love and commitment to in
creasing honesty, the group will flounder
and perhaps die.
ev
Love should be the motive behind every action. When a believer truly loves
others and seeks to uplift them, he or she
has the interests of others always in mind.
Many times in our own group we have
been annoyed, concerned, frustrated and
others' actions, but have
surprised by the others’
sought to be reconciled with each other
because reconciliation is a vital part of
love.
True biblical love for another person
involves confrontation and challenge.
When a believer is seeking to encourage
(Heothers and exhort them in their faith (He
brews 10:24), he or she will often need to
be involved in confronting sins in an
individual’s life. This should cover all arar
individual's
living,
eas of a believer’s
life:
healthy
good
believer's
instewardship, commitment to Christ and in
terpersonal relationships.
In an accountability group, every area
chalis under scrutiny and liable to be chal
lenged. This is most effective in bringing
the one challenged closer to the Lord when
it is done out of a genuine love for the
person and his or her spiritual well-being.
confron
We emphasize that the goal of confrontation is reconciliation, either to Christ or
a mong people. Confrontation is never an
_among
end in itself.
In his article, Leonard pointed out that
the focus of confession can easily shift
from God to people and may lead to a sort
of Catholic confession time. While we
acknowledge that this may be a danger,
we believe that when confession is carcar
ried
out
biblically,
it
unites
believers
a
on
rie9
deeper level.
Nothing draws believers together more
con
effectively than when one can openly confess his or her sins and shortcomings, and
the others, full of compassion and love,
forgive
God's forgivecan reassure him or her of God’s
ness. The person confessing will often be
more challenged tangibly to correct his or
her sin.
Granted, God is the ultimate One to pro
pronounce forgiveness, and love for Him
should be our motivation, but at the same
time, verbal confession reveals a person’s
person's
inner self and is part of a cleansing propro
cess.
prac~
Accountability groups are ideal for prac
ticing confession, as well as the other prin
principles we have outlined.
Living out these principles plays an eses
sential part in developing the kind of
dis
meaningful relationships we have discussed.
Previously, we stated that Scripture
mandates such relationships. This is not
accountabil
to say that Scripture requires accountability groups as we classify them at Covenant,
but rather prescribes committed, loving,
believaccountable relationships among believ
ers.
We believe that for our years at CovCov
pro
enant, at least, accountability groups prorelationvide the perfect setting for such relation
ships.
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Speak Ont
S,.llt
Compiled by Josh Leonard

H
ow should Bagpipe writers approach controversial
How
issues on the Covenant campus?
I think you should attack certain subjects,
it’s approached,
but be careful how it's
otherwise you may get slammed in the
face. Make sure that’s
that's what you want to
say and be able to defend it.
—Josh Keck
-Josh

By presenting the
different sides to the
issue and asking the
“What does
question, "What
the Bible say about
this?”
this?" in order to give
others a Christian
perspective.
-Natalie
—Natalie Sherouse

Issues should be approached with
ls.sues
humbleness, tact and truth.
—Daniel Legters
-Daniel
Writers should write an article and then
invite people to respond.
—Samantha
-=Samantha Mitchell
Writers should approach all issues with a
Writ
portrayal of what they feel and believe,
atter what they think the
matter
no m
·no
consequences may be; freedom of speech
is important.
—Kristopher Perkins
-Kristopher

It depends on the
issue. A subject
shouldn’t be written
shouldn't
on for the sake of
controversy itself. If
a
w
riter
has
writer
something new to
bring to the subject that is okay. I would
rather hear professors speaking instead
of college students who have far less
experience.
—Dorothy Fisher
-Dorothy
Issues should be approached cautiously,
sensitivly, humbly, understanding that we
don’t
don't have all of the answers.
—
__:__ Derek Halvorson, alumnus

Should sarcasm
forr a Christian writer
sarcasm be an option fo
in order to make a point?
Satire should be an option. Sarcasm
should be used extremely carefully
because it has the tendency to alienate/
offend those it is directed toward.
—Derek
-Derek Halvorson, alumnus

Sarcasm is a cultural
thing, iit's
t ’s very
American and I don't
don’t
see why Christians
should have to use it.
It’s a technique, but
It's
it can easily hurt
people.

-Jerah Seelinger
-Jerah
God uses _sarcasm in the book of Job:
“W
here were you when I laid the
"Where
earth?” But He doesn't
doesn’t
foundations of the earth?"
use it in a destructive way; His intent isn’t
isn't
to belittle.
—Dorothy
-Dorothy Fisher
Sure, sarcasm is one
of the greatest
comical gifts God
gave us.
—Samuel White
-Samuel

-

If it is following the Biblical example,
then it would be appropriate. An example
Paul's writing in Romans.
is Job, and Paul’s
—
- Natalie Sherouse
All writers should
explore all options in
writing, including
sarcasm
The
sarcasm..
Bagpipe this year is
excellent, especially
in comparison
com parison to
previous years...Sarcasm
years ... Sarcasm and negative
views displayed in the paper should not
be criticized but taken into account as
better insight for a total opinion view.
—Kristopher
-Kristopher Perkins

+
+
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Kilterk
a01pf: Covena
nt's
Kilterkampf:
Covenant’s
own cultura
culturall struggl
strugglee
By Josh Good
Staff Writer
Kulturkampf is a German term that lit
literally means "Culture
“Culture Wars."
Wars. ” In the late
nineteenth century, Germany's
Germany’s chancellor
Otto von Bismarck
cracked down on
I
*
German Catholics
C atholics
with a series of
polio f poli
cies which led to what
historians today refer
to as the K
ultur
Kulturkampfforr civilization.
kampf: the struggle fo
civilization.
And
A
nd so, this article is entitled not
Kulturkampf but Kilterkampf. It is thefirst
of
o f perhaps several this year which will
attempt to poke a bit of
o f clean fun at sevsev
eral aspects of
o f Covenant College which,
somewhat like the oppressive policies of
of
Bismarck,
Bismarck, contribute to the Covenant
community'ss struggle fo
forr civilization.
community’
In reading through this article, please
try to remember that laughing is a healthy
thing. The following criticism ooff our
college
college’'ss idiosyncrasies which seem to
contribute to campus-widefrustration are
written not with scornful intent butfo
forr our
e_njoyment. So let us begin.
begin.
enjoyment.
For the most part it has been great to
return to Covenant for another school year
this fall. We'
We’dd forgotten to wear our win
winter parkas to breakfast all summer, so it
was nice to come back to a nice, cool dindin
ing hall where such was the necessary and
appropriate dress.
We'd
We’d also forgotten that ARA employemploy
ees prefer to wash four sets of plates than
to give a student a slice of pizza, a little
casserole, some green beans, and some
french fries on the same plate.
Maybe next year ARA's
ARA’s significant im
improvement with food quality and selection,
which we continue to be impressed with;
will carry over into its one-item entree
policy. Or at least next year they might
consider raising the chicken nugget entree
status from five to nine.
But being away from Lookout MounMoun
tain during the summer was also nice, alal
though it may be that the people who have
ever heard of Covenant College are a dydy
ing breed. It seems that every time we get
off campus, more and more people have
never heard of Covenant. By the end of
“It’s this small,
every summer, the phrase "It's
liberal arts Christian college on top of
Lookout Mountain in Georgia"
Georgia” rolls off
my tongue more easily than anything else.
efse.
Maybe everyone could help alleviate
this problem by calling a few folks back
home one Sunday evening to tell them to
spread word that Covenant College exists.
Or maybe not. Maybe there would already
be a four-hour wait to get one of our
college's three outgoing lines this Sunday
college’s
like every other weekend at Covenant.

So maybe, if dialing out from Carter or
Founders didn't
didn’t work, someone could use
a car phone to call .home and spread the
word. Of course no Covenant student
could possibly afford a car phone after
paying off the several hundred parking
tickets resulting from the seemingly irrairra
tional decision to park within a mile of
their dorm room.
And even if someone did have a car
phone (if, for example, you had a work
study job as a ticket writer, since those jobs
seem to have a lot of extra capital to work
it's still a pretty long walk through
with), it’s
the fog from the fifth floor of Carter to the
bottom of the Bloodfield parking lot.
If calling home couldn’t
couldn't work out so
well, maybe someone could mail a Cov
Covenant information packet—perhaps
packet-perhaps the
one with that roller blades fellow on the
cover (who is that?)--back
that?)—back to friends and
relatives. And if you were to ask very
nicely, someone in the mail room might
actually send that packet or a letter home
for you—as
you-as long as you had your box key,
the money for a complete book of stamps
(not a single), and any old package slips.
However, this whole thing about no one
knowing about Covenant couldn
couldn’t
en
' t be entirely true when nearly a third of the United
States population came back for our
Homecoming festivities two weeks ago.
Man, if parking ticket writers would have
been let loose two Saturdays ago, they
could have bought cellular phones for
themselves and their entire families.
A few weeks back The Bagpipe reported
on the fire which took place in the apartapart
ment of Kris King and Ian Mattice. RuRu
mor has it that this was the first real fire
alarm that the Fort Oglethorpe Fire DeDe
partment has ever responded to regarding
Covenant College.
C ollege. Since it was
Covenant’s 468th alarm in the past three
Covenant's
years, it was a joyous day for our beloved
fireman. Finally.
Mattice reported in his interview with
The Bagpipe that he and King had put in a
white card requesting that their water
heater be fixed several weeks before the
fire occurred. Hee-hee.
Hee-bee. Carter residents
have been putting in white cards about
cold showers since Covenant bought it
back in 1964. Today, the average wait time
for hot water is a mere 22 minutes, down
from 1964's
1964’s average 22 minutes and 30
second wait. You talk about progress.
One final editorial note in closing this
first Kilterkampfarticle. Consider how unun
derstanding the humor behind these and
other idiosyncrasies around campus is
part of
o f what makes being a Covenant stu
student so special. These are the kinds of
things which give real character to the
school nobody’
nobody'ss ever heard of. And we love
this place!

ERROR!!!
ERROR!!iCORRECTION
CORRECT ION
Due to an editorial oversight, an alien phrase unjustifiably appeared at the end of
the third paragraph of Aaron Larsen's
Larsen’s article in the October 13 issue.
The phrase rendered Larsen’s
Larsen ' s paragraph somewhat absurd, diminishing its
poignancy. His statement should have read "“...the
... the reason Marxism continues to
have such a profound influence upon American academia is not because its advocates
idiots." The phrase "but
are complete idiots.”
“but because of logical errors of Marxism itself,”
itself,"
should have been omitted. Our apologies to Mr. Larsen.
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Inside Politics
A
A column dedicated to thQse
those people who
abide
abide I&gutside~
outside
the ·rea/.mpfthe
realm0 o f the beltway
,,
-: ~ America’s Talking, the all-yap, all-day cable channel, offers a daily segment called
“Pork,” whose programming directive is to single out egregarious examples of tax
payer-funded projects. Talk about a pre-cooked meal. “Pork” recently served up its
five “Best Cuts”: $810,000 to mow lawns along the United States-Canada border;
$3.8 million for the School of the Americas, where former Panamnian strongman
Manuel Noriega learned to love the United States; $229,460 to study flies’ mating
and $62,000 for a congressional “Director of Protocol” to teach those con: manners.
hJ\*

,Y·::·

'

'

' '

il

Bill Clinton’s favorability ratings,
which aretgenerally
are generally based on.
on trust
Iikabil'lin8$it~l)ich
trt1$t· and likabilityfb;tve
'ngthepast
ity, have not
not been
been very high during
the past three years. USA.
USA T
Today’
columnist Michaell
odaycolwnnistMichae
~writes/"Somethin
gaboutbim-maybe
Gartner writes, “Something
about him—maybe!riS
his past.
past, butmaybe
but maybe his present, tootoo—
bugs
us.”... Mr. Clinton’s
re-election strategy
seems to
to l?e·
be obliviou~
oblivious to
to hts
his low
low likb.
•· . ip.tQn'~f--electi~riitra
tegy ~ms
lilcaability ratings.
gs. Hiss strategy:team,
strategy team calls itself "Tlie
“The Nasty Boys."
Boys.” Says Nasty Boy and
polit:Jcal
political advertisement s~ialist
specialist Henry Sheinkopf, "I
“I subscribe to terror.”
terror." At least
te Hou~is
the White
House is trying something
something new! F,ljp-,flopping
Hip-flopping on every
issue
wasn’t
every.issue just wasn't
"g.
..,.,
working.
AJtlK)ugh
Although Newt Gingrich has never garnered the highest of ratings for being liklik
able, .peis
he is res~ted.
respected. Wall Street Jownal
Journal columnist
A1 Hunt admits he has never
columnisfAl
been a Gingrich fan, "buf
“but whether one likes the outcome or not...in
not. .. in nine months he
has written a new chapter in the textbook on political power
power...Next
.. .Next fall voters will
have.no
have no doubtwhere
doubt where the credit or blame Hes
lies for Congress's
Congress’s performance. That's
That’s
accountability, and it's
it’s healthy for the body politic."
politic.”

a

Placard seen at the Million Man March:
March: "Elect
“Elect Farrakhan-Simpson."
Farrakhan-Simpson.”
The sign on the door of Roland's
Roland’s of Capital Hill, a grocery store and delicatessen
at Pennsylvania Avenue and Fourth Street SE, reads "Open
“Open 7 days - 8 a.m. to 11
p.m.”. It wasJ>~~~.
was business
even!l brisker than normal on the
the day
of the
Million
p.m,;'
~ess as usual, eve.
day of
the ~ilHon
Man March.
March. thafwas
That was until 5:30 p.m., when owner Jim Kim was forced to put up the
"Closed"
“Closed” sign. "Things
“Things happened,"
happened,” he said. "Forty
“Forty to fifty guys come in, order
sandwiches, dog'tpay.
don’t pay. Shoplifting, things like that
that. Stealing cigarettes. It got out
out
of control.”
What
the point of~
of the march agailll
agairf?
G<;lllJ:rQl."
What
was
die·point
:;:t,fy;h.ti,;r; }i '
-:,~qr '
i ifi:dk ,

Jt

-W:

Thank goodne§S
goodness for the Department of Agriculture. They figured out that concon
sumers last month p
paid aboutt $1.
$1.08 per pourulfor,a
pound for a wti?~;:frozen~key.
whole, frozen turkey. ~is
This is
is
four cents more than last year. The Department
also tracked,
relocated or killed
killed 42
artment also
tracled, reloc~ed
42
million wild animals in 1994 that were onii the I?fOWI.
prowl. Maybe we should abolish the
whole turkey thing and eat wild animals for Thanksgiving
instead.
write your
·
tead.. Please writeypur
1
Congressman and ask them to continue funding this most useful
department
t\l,J ~»artment,1it:with
it
our billions of dollars in tax money!
It is interesting how the U.S. government makes labor laws that even it feels are
unnecessary to follow. The government awarded $23 billion in contracts in 1993 to
80 businesses that had violated federal labor laws such as interference with workers’
right to organize and a refusal to bargain collectively with employee respresentatives.
Next, the Defense Department was told that they will have to dismantle an affirma
tive action program that funneled SI billion in defense contracts to minority-owned
businesses because the program violates a Supreme Court ruling. Since the program
B ls been in effect since 1987. S7 billion has been unfanly distributed. Detente
Secretary William Perry says, “the program cannot continue in its present form.”
Senator Sam Nunn, Georgia, along with
ith three other Southern Democrats, is retir
9
ing this year. The Philadelphia Inquirer’
s David
dl-less
.-s'Da
. ;~
>Hess
.. . writes, “Democrats once so
dominant
even a)najority
a majority off Sen
Senate seats
the
do
. t in the> South no longer
g <hold
. • .even
ts from
from the
region.’’...Nunn
remarked
that he .would
would conside,:
consider "very
“very strongly"
strongly” any request
request
regiqn
......N~ has r
~ that)e
from
Clinton to~e
to take Q
over from
Warren Christ~
Christopher a
as Secretary
of State.
~ ·President
. siden!~ljnton.
m Warre,n
s ~ of~~.Maybe
'
unn c6uld
Nunn
could ftll
fill in some oof the dirt
tossed out while digging
digging himself
·rt Clinton tossect'out
a grave with his foreign policy.

in'some

Stsve
Steve Forbes.,
Forbes, the billionaire
starting
billii:>haire Presidential candidate, is ~
g to stake his
positions on the issues. On the family cap, which denies welfare benefits to
women who have children
children while on welfare, pushed by Gramm: ''The
‘The American
people
people will not tolerate cuttjng
cutting off ~efits
benefits for children."
children.” He is also having a hard
time with bis
his stance on abortion. Concerning pro-life pledges: "I'm
“I’m not signing
any of those pledges.”
pledges." Asked whether he is pro-life, he responds, "I
“I am pro
creating an environment where abortion would disappear."
disappear.” New Jersey governor
Chtjstine
Christine Todd Whitman, considered by many to be the future of the Republican
party adds that the GOP ''faces
“faces defeat"
defeat” in 1996 thanks to "extreme
“extreme positions"
positions” on
issues like abortion.
Seen in the New Republic: Saddam Hussein has been re-elected president of

Iraq by a margin of99.%
of 99.96 percent. We extend our condolences to the .04 percent.
-compiled
—compiled by Karissa Cfl$e
Case and editorialized by Josh Leonard
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chapell lobby
vings grace chape
engravings
Allegorical
rical engra
Allego
By Jen Calvert
Guest Writer
Tucked away in the chapel lobby,
around the corner from the presidential
portraits, hang four antique engravings of
intricate landscapes. These works of art,
which date back to the 1850s, are on loan
preto Covenant College for a year from a pre
vious adjunct professor and his wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Duell.
seThe four engravings are based on a se
ries of paintings by artist Thomas Cole
called Voyage ooff Life. The original 6 1/2 x
4 foot paintings were completed about a
candecade before the engravings. The can
vases are now housed in a special room at
the National Gallery of Art in Washington
D.C.
Thomas Cole was known as the most
prominent member of the Hudson River
exSchool of Art. He and his colleagues ex
celled in the depiction of breathtaking
landscapes inspired by the area surroundsurround
ing the Hudson River. Cole in particular
longed to move beyond a mere mastery of
landscape though. He saw allegory as a
way to bring a moral depth to art.
The Voyage ooff Life series is his best
known allegorical work. In it, he seeks not
to dictate moral laws for the viewer to folfol
low, but instead, he attempts to grasp and
express some norms or patterns inherent
in the process of human life.
maturaThe four engravings depict the matura
tion of "Everyman"
“Everyman” through the stages of
childhood, youth, manhood and old age.
Each of the four compositions fo~ws
follows the

same basic format: a figure sails down the
expresriver surrounded by a landscape expres
sive of the age depicted.
The engravings are overflowing with
complex allegorical symbolism which,
thankfully, Cole explains step by step. For
“Childhood,” he reveals that
example, in "Childhood,"
the dark cave represents our mysterious
past; the narrow riverbank our limited
childhood experiences; the rosy lighting,
the joy of childhood; and a lotus plant
human life in general. Gradually, through
examining the engravings, one learns to
e":amining
read Cole’s
Cole's somewhat oblique language
of symbolism.
Thomas Cole is not alone in his belief
that allegory is a superior art form.
Throughout history, artists such as Van
Eych, Bosch, Botticelli, Raphael, and even
Byzantine mosaic makers have employed
elaborate symbolism in their artwork.
l 800's when the
However, since the late 1800’s
sur
Impressionist movement embraced surreface appearance, artists have tended to re
alleject the traditional value placed on alle
gory. Even today, many art critics look
down on allegorical works as being stilted
and propagandists.
propagandistic. They see true art as
exthat which is less narrative and more ex
pressive.
Despite the anti-allegorical trend today,
it can be enjoyable to step back 150 years
into history. It is intriguing to examine
what were the perceived norms of human
life and refreshing to observe the somesome
times whimsical, but always incredibly
detailed, way in which Cole frames his
thesis.

Cole wrote, "The
“The rosy lights ofmoming
of morning...
... are emblems ooff the joyousness ooff early
life. "” The Voyage of Life, Childhood, detail.

DomingEvents
Compiled by Laurel Reames
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES
Thursday, Nov. 3-Sunday, Nov. 6. Set in West Africa and based on a play by
Durrenmatt, Hyenas tells the story of a rich woman who offers a village wealth in
exchange for the death of the man who seduced and abandoned her. Senegal.
Thursday, Nov. IO-Sunday,
10-Sunday, Nov. 13. Commemorating the 50th anniversary of the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Rhapsody in August reflects on the impact of
the events of August 1945, and how they are remembered by three gene.rations
generations of a
Japanese family.
Times: Thurs. 7:30 p.m., Raccoon Mountain Room, University Center, UTC
Fri. 7:30 p.m., Grote Hall, Room 129
Sat. 7:30 p.m., Grote Hall, Room 129
Room
Sun, 2:00 p.m., Raccoon Mountain Rooni

CHATTANOOGA SYMPHONY
IL Trovatore. Fully staged in Italian with English subtitles.
Saturday, Nov. 4. Verdi. II
Thursday, Nov. 16-Friday, Nov. 17. Glinka-"Russlan
Glinka— “Russian and Ludmilla Overture."
Overture.”
No.7."
Liszt—“Piano
Concerto
No.l.”
Tchaikovsky—“Symphony
No.7.”______________
hony
No.I." Tchaikovsky-"Symp
Liszt-"Piano

Cole’s career coincided with the Romantic preoccupation with nature. The
Thomas Cole's
Voyage of Life, Youth, 1840.

Scarlet Letter coininit
commitss
cinematic
adulteryy
tic adulter
cineina
By Philip L. Ledgerwood
Staff Writer

When a novel is adapted into a screenscreen
play, it is unreasonable not to expect some
bendifferences. We no longer have the ben
character's thoughts or
efit of hearing the character’s
reading any narrative explanation, so the
movie maker is forced to cover this disdis
parity with added action and dialogue.
Also, one writer’s
writer's interpretation is sure
to vary somewhat from the original
author’s
author's intent.
So, I went into the theater to see The
Scarlet Letter with an open mind and joy
interin my heart at the apparent literary inter
est of Hollywood.
However, the opening
statem ent,
opening statement,
“Freely
adapted
from
the
novel by
"Freely
inNathaniel Hawthorne,”
should
have in
Hawthorne,"
formed me that something wicked was
“A” for
coming. The cinematic, scarlet "A"
“Adaption”
"Annoy"Adaption" came to represent “Annoy
ing,” "Abnormal,"
“Abnormal,” and "Apocalypse."
“Apocalypse.”
ing,"
First, the changes in plot were above and
beyond the call of adaption. Major points
in the novel were overlooked and new ones
Hawthorne's
established in their place. Hawthorne’s
novel begins after the fact of adultery, thus
rebringing the focus to the effects of and re
sponse to sin.
Hollywood, however, began before the
adulterous act in order to give us a fine,
love story and give America yet another
opportunity to see Demi Moore, who plays
foHester Prynne, naked. This brings the fo
cus onto the sin itself, which the movie
uses to sell tickets and to justify unethical
behavior under the redemptive power of
ethical relativism.
Another large plot change is Indians
coming in at the last minute, killing the
oppressive Puritans, and saving the day so
Arthur Dimmesdale and Hester Prynne
hapcan ride off into the sunset and live hap
pily ever after.
I spent this part of the movie in somesome
what of a state of shock as I pictured Holjig on
ywood producers dancing a jig
1lywood
Hawthorne’s
specu
Hawthorne's grave. Later, I had to speculate as to whether or not the movie was
actually produced by Spike Lee who was
minorsearching for a historically viable minor
group.
ity group.

This brings us to what is by far the most
commovie-it
offensive part of this movie—
it com
pletely alters the point of the novel, and
uses the plot departures to help to do this.
depravThe Hawthomian
Hawthornian themes of total deprav
ity and hypocrisy resulting from the fact
that "all
“all have sinned"
sinned” have been usurped. ·
First, we are presented with the theme
Dethat love conquers all. This is nice. De
spite the Puritans, a vengeful husband, and
cona witch trial, Dimmesdale
Dirnmesdale and Prynne con
tinue to love each other and eventually live
happily ever after.
This is vastly different from
Dimmesdale’s
“blaze of glory”
glory" death and
Dirnmesdale's "blaze
unPrynne’s
life
of
near-solitude
with her un
Prynne's
stable child who, in the movie, is perfectly
stable and actually narrates the story.
Secondly, we have the theme of ethical
relativism. In the movie, Prynne refers to
“consecrated.” She
the adulterous act as "consecrated."
knows so because she felt it was. The min
minister agrees.
Prynne’s
she's about to
Prynne's defense when she’s
be hanged is that she has sinned in the eyes
of the Puritans, but, “Who
"Who knows if God
shares your views?"
views?” The movie even ends
with a voice-over from Pearl reminding
us that we don’t
don't know what God thinks
about anything.
ovie presents the
movie
Finally, the m
postmodern paradigm. Prynne and the rest
of the "witches"
“witches” are feminists who are
commumuch brighter than the general commu
nity at large.
Prynne decries Scripture as the inven
invention of men. God speaks His real Word
pawhen He talks to her. The oppressive, pa
triarchal, Puritan regime cannot tolerate
their presence and tries to hang them.
Thank Heaven they are saved by the noble
Purisavages who, also oppressed by the Puri
tans, kill the white devil.
This is insane. Some of these themes
may have been briefly touched on in the
novel, but the novel is about depravity.
relaThis movie is about en vogue ethical rela
Christivism and anti-patriarchal, white, Chris
tian society.
tellThe movie was totally ineffective at tell
ing Hawthorne’s
Hawthorne's story. If ool'f Nathan is in
Paradise right now, then, by definition, he
must not have seen this movie.
movie.
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Seven 'a
‘a delectable dessert'
dessert!
By Rick Quinn
Staff Writer
Brad Pitt, as Detective David Mills, and
Morgan Freeman, as Detective William
Somersett, play the antithetical main roles
in the homicide thriller Seven.
Pitt plays an unrestrained, naively propro
cedural, generation X-er rookie cop. ConCon
trasted with his character is Freeman, who
plays the older, polished and methodical
detective who pas
has an intuitive genius for
effective action in the crime world.
Together, Pitt and Freeman track a sese
rial killer. But it's
it’s not just any run-of-thernill
mill madman, this killer is more noble i'nin
deed. In violent acts of sermonic judg
judgment, this criminal murders sinners by way
of their own excess. The glutton is made
to suffer of his own gluttony
... and on it
gluttony...and
goes through seven truly deadly sins. The
antagonist serves as divine judge, but is a
social commentator who cannot rise above
his own criticism.
The movie is set in entire darkness with
an almost constant downpour of rain. The
presence of deadly sin in this nameless city
is so devastating that there seems to be no
light at all.
The events in the movie might move the
viewer to respond with optimism, with a
change-the-world vigor, for "things
“things can
only get better."
better.” Or, the viewer may react
in stoic resignation, content only to eke
out an existence where one could live only
to evade death.
This is because the social situation in
which the movie is set is so grim, dark and
bleak with the crime, filth and poverty of
dismal
urban life magnified to d1
~mal proportion.
It seems as if life could not get any worse.
one’s vigor, a
Therefore, depending on one's
improve
person may be zealous for social improveself-preserva
ment or content to live for self-preservation with a conscience continually seared
to the obvious desperation of the public
culture.
However, in the final scenes there is
re
some light. Is it the light of glorious redes
demption, or light to see the desolate deshumanity ? Watch and
peration of the lot of humanity?
see!
Directed by David Fincher, this film is
provoca
a work of genius. The film is as provocaTerentino’sPu/p Fiction, though it
tive as Terentino'sPulp
cinema
does not match the originality its cinemaSeven,, however, is by far more
tography. Seven
significant in its plot and message because
it is more substantive.
The murderer in this movie is critical
society’s
of the common perception of society's
ills—to pass them off as the nebulously
ills-to
“another.” Yet the
objectionable action of "another."
viewer feels a desire to identify with the
killer’s perceptivity; he is right that sins
killer's
in society are gruesome and everyone is
at once victim and perpetrator.
However, our consciences must struggle
with the reality of having to identify with

Pitt as he acts on natural impulses and
hence, through most of the movie, looks
upon the killer vengefully with self-righself-righ
teous indignation.
The screenplay, dialogue and cinemacinema
tography make Seven a definite candidate
for one of the year's
year’s best films
films..
The character development, while
within well-defined roles, is sufficiently
progressive. Pitt plays his part well, my
initial indifference to him was overcome
by the collected coolness of Freeman. His
man's
character is acutely aware of m
an’s
struggle in society to cope with his probprob
lem and grope for satisfying solutions; yet
he carries out his duties with unwavering
precision.
Seven depicts the struggle modernity has
in corning
coming to grips with itself and reconrecon
ciling its claims and hopes in an age of
glaring contradictions. As the tarnished
complexion of modernity comes into view,
Freeman, Pitt and the murderer respond
in very different ways.
In fact, Seven accurately represents an
age that finds Enlightenment man dwelldwell
ing in a world of calloused monotony that
seems to have left him grasping for a
meaningful existence. There seems to be
no social program or humanitarian agenda
to give humanity any reason to live for
something more than a personally defined
utilitarian hedonism.
Lending itself to many levels of analyanaly
sis, Seven is a delectable dessert for those
who have eaten not indiscriminately of
their Cultural Heritage of the West class.
For instance, one of the film's
film ’s major
themes is its treatment of the nature/freenature/free
dom dilemma. Is man free over nature or
controlled by nature? The main characters
are developed around different responses
deluding comcom
to what they perceive as a deludin&
plexity. The discerning viewer comes
“the wages of sin is
away reminded that "the
death.”
death."
As far as I know, the movie is only
showing at the Eastgate Six and Southgate
Five Theaters, and will cost you between
four and six dollars. But nothing you can
buy at Wal-Mart for the same price will
be as intellectually stimulating.
In fact, you must see this movie. But,
don’t bring
two words of caution. One, don't
your little sister. A stayed mind and a
strong stomach are definitely required. I
stern sincerity.
offer that with stem
Second, as one professor has been
“Don’tt leave Jesus in the
known to say, "Don'
lot.” In other words, as you view
parking lot."
this film, analyze the structure of its
char
agenda in light of Scripture. See the characters, scenes and dialogue as performing
a function to promote overall message of
atten
the writers and director. Pay close attention to details; they are not arbitrary.
Talk with your friends, enjoy and be
built up in your identity in Christ through
critical appreciation of Seven.

MadmgaL Dimens
Celebrate Christmas with an evening o f feasting, music, and other entertainment in
the style ofmerrie old England.
The evening will include a seven-course dinner in the Great Hall which will be
decorated in greens, banners, bows, etc., fo r the occasion. There will be music by the
Madrigal Singers and Brass Chior. Candlelight, colorful costumes and decorations
will transport you back to the days o f Elizabethan England.
Madrigal tickets will go on sale at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 4, in the Chapel
lobby. Each person may purchase a maximum o f eight tickets (one table).
Thursday, Nov. 30 -Saturday, Dec.2,6:30-9:30p.m., Great Hall, General Admission:
$24, Students, staff and faculty,: $20.

Islamic Art
The art of Islam has roots that are
deeply entrenched in the teachings of the
Koran, the book that Muslims believe to
be the undisputed word of God, given to
humans by Muhammad in the seventh
century AD.
Both the message and the language of
the Koran form the hub of Islam. Arabic
is believed to be
a gift from God,
a visual relic
from G
God's
od’s
hand. T
Therehere
cenfore, the cen
trality ooff the
AraKoran and Ara
bic script in
beMuslim life be
come central to
Islamic art.
The written
language as
well as the art
of calligraphy,
which is known
most
as "the
“the m
ost
important
im
portant vvii
sual document
culture,"
of the culture,”
symbolizes the
faith .
Muslim faith.
Because the
Koran forbids
the visual rep
representation of the human body, abstract
patterns serve as an outlet for creative ex
expression. This type of abstract design, or
"arabesque,"
“arabesque,” specifically refers to the
combination of calligraphy and ordered,
“mathematically precise compositions.”
"mathematically
compositions."
Two basic forms of Arabesque exist and
symbolize the Muslim life: vegetal and
geometric. Vegetal Arabesque design is
the "language
“language of life”
life" which represents

"growth,
movement."
“growth, change, and movement.”
Geometric Arabesque designs are more
mathematical, and appear to be predict
predictsymbolable and angular. These designs symbol
ize the "static,
“static, fixed, and stable ideas of
faith."
the faith.”
araWhen together, the two forms of ara
design-vegetal and geometric—
geometricbesque design—vegetal
represent the
growth and
change of life
pawithin the pa
rameters
ram
eters of
order,
the
equivalent of
Islamic
the Islam
ic
faith.
AraOften, Ara
calligrabic calligra
com-
phy is com
bined with
dearabesque de
difsigns, but dif
arafers from ara
bebesque be
cause it refers
back to the
Koran, which
points directly
to God.
It has been
suggested that
"“ aarabesque
rab esq u e
design is a vi
visual equivalent
equivalent-to
life's harmonious bal
balto life’s
ance, [and] the dynamic visual quality of
script connotes our own persistent need
faith."
for faith.”
The Koran places restrictions on cre
creative expression, but provides a rich soil
for the growth of the intricate, ordered
and abstract designs that flower from this
faith.
—compiled
-compiled by Laurel Lillian Reames
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P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631
Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
llege, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
The secret in locating money for co_
college,
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.
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Christian public
criticism def
ended
defended
By Philip L. Ledgerwood
Religion & Philosophy Editor
Criticism and controversy have historihistori
cally been powerful tools used of God for
the Reformation and the advancement of
His Church.
Without individuindividu
als questioning the
stances and practices
of other Christians in
the public forum, we
might still be flounfloun
.dering in the mires of Arianism. We might
still be divided over the natures of Christ.
Cornelius Van Til reminds us that if the
Church loses criticism, we are dead. Yet,
at Covenant, the view that public controcontro
versy is unbiblical seems to be gaining
increasing popularity. Criticizing opinions
or practices in the public arena is seen as
· a violation of the biblical pri~ciples
principles of
handling conflict as outlined in Matthew
18.
With this presupposition in hand, arar
ticles by Greg Baus and myself concernconcern
'acts of self-righing chapel are seen as
assets
self-righ
teousness and rebelliousness. The recent
article by Karissa Case critiquing aspects
of conduct of the athletic department is
viewed as a vicious ad hominem. HowHow
ever, these accusations are helpful, in that
situa
they raise vital questions about the situation outlined in Matthew 18, the biblical
pattern for controversy, and the appropriappropri
ateness 01
oi· criticism in a school publicapublica
tion such as The Bagpipe.
The Matthew passage on handling the
sin of a Christian brother begins with verse
15: "If
“If another member of the church sins
against you, go and point out the fault
mem
when the two of you are alone. If the member listens to you, you have regained that
one.”
one."
Clearly, this passage is referring to the
Chris
procedure of dealing with a fellow Christian who wrongs you personally. This is
Peter’s
further emphasized by the fact that Peter's
follow-up question in verse 21 deals with
the number of times he should forgive
someone who wrongs him.
con
Christ Himself did not handle all conrespon
troversy by first approaching the responSer
sible person or party in private. In the Sermulti
mon on the Mount, before great multitudes, Jesus criticizes the prayers of the
Gentiles and points out the hypocrisy of
those who make a great display of their
“spirituality.” One finds Christ leveling
"spirituality."
harsh accusations against the Pharisees in
public— both to their faces and "behind
“behind
public-both
backs.”
their backs."
We find Jesus raging against the money
driv
changers in the Temple and forcibly drivcon
ing them out. Where are the personal conferences? Where are the love songs and
negotiations? Even amongst His disciples,
Jesus is not afraid to rebuke them publicly
for such things as keeping children away
from Him. Jesus even refers publically to
Peter as Satan for rebuking Him about His
teachings of the sufferings of the Messiah.
hesi
It seems, then, that Christ did not hesitate to deal with issues both publicly and
with all appropriate severity.
ad
Paul did not feel he had to avoid addressing issues within a public setting.
In fact, in Philippians 4:2, he goes so
indi
far as to name the names of specific indi-

victuals
viduals responsible in a letter to the entire
church. And in 1 Timothy 5:20 he says,
"Those
“Those who sin are to be rebuked pubpub
licly."
licly.”
Were Paul, other Apostles, and Christ
Himself being inconsistent with Christ's
Christ’s
own exhortation in Matthew 18 because
they did not address these issues individuindividu
ally and privately?
This brings us to the nature of Christian
controversy in general. Like all cultural
activities, controversial issues and debate
in the public forum can be addressed in a
Christia
. ay. However, as the evidence
Christiai/Vay.
above Indicates,
mdic tes, this Christian way does
not involve snyi,ng,~@I
from exposing
shying awayfrom
1c
and dealing with these issues m
in a pu
public
context.
As Christians, we should follow .the
the
admonition to speak the truth in love. We
should structure our debates with other
Christians on the foundation that they, too,
are of the body of Christ and are primaprima
rily seeking God's
God’s glory. With this in mind,
our controversy should have the telos of
reconciliation, unity, and growth.
Further, controversy should not begin
as a result of rebelliousness or some dede
sire to establish one's
one’s "orthodoxy"
“orthodoxy” in the
eyes of others. However, as indicated in
Scripture, unity is not to be purchased at
the price of silence. If something questionquestion
imable, in respect to the Word of God, is im
posed by one group on another, Christians
are encouraged, yea, required,
required, to make it
an issue.
With regard to the appropriateness of the
school newspaper being used as a voice
for criticism, some illuminating material
is to be found in the Student Publications
Handbook. In The Bagpipe's
Bagpipe’s purpose
statement, we read: "As
“As a public trust, The
constitu
Bagpipe is obliged to serve its constitustimulat
ency by providing information, stimulating thought and encouraging debate, and
Cov
advocating the improvement of the Covcommunity.”
enant community."
Below this statement, guideline number
“The Bagpipe will be free to
three says, "The
con
exercise its potential function as a conscience of the Covenant community, and
in that capacity, to serve as a watchdog on
gover
Student Government and college governance.”
“The Bagpipe
nance." Number four reads, "The
will encourage presentation of differing
points of view in an attempt to establish
and maintain an atmosphere of free and
responsible discussion and intellectual
campus.”
exploration of the Covenant campus."
With these things in mind, I hope it has
been made clear that the writers who have
ath
criticized chapel or the actions of the athletic department have violated neither bib
bibcon
lical nor governmental standards for concriti
troversy. Where specific parties were crititheir conduct was
cized, this was because ~heir
in an official, public capacity.
ques
The motives of such critics may be questionable, but that is a judgment of the heart
which only God is qualified to make. The
point is: where any matter, as it affects us
publicly, is concerned, Christians are well
within their bounds to publicly criticize.
Indeed, we are required by the binding
nature of the Word of God to do so. It is
not the haughtiness of pride which causes
such things, but the love and reverence for
the answers handed to us from Sinai.

_______ _
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Sphere sovereignty and chapel
not affected by enkapsis
My argument is based on the soversover
eignty of societal spheres, which enkapsis
in no way diminishes, as Huisman admits.
Huisman's letter, I must I have argued that compulsory worship is
To rebut Mr. Huisman’s
say first that I neither disagree with, nor the exclusive domain of fathers and elders.
failed to consider enkapsis. I simply left it I made such an argument on the basis of
out of my previous various and distinct means and purposes
article because it does of discipline which God has delegated to
vari
not have any direct various and distinct authorities in the variramifications for my ous and distinct spheres. How is it that
argument.
concernHuisman concedes my argument concern
Huis- ing discipline and yet rejects my conclu
Second, Mr. Huis
conclumis- sion without any cogent explanation?
man has slightly mis
Although I disagree with Mr. Huisman,
represented enkapsis in its relationship to
sphere sovereignty. I agree that "both
“both are I respect his opinion and am enthusiastic
other." . about his criticism. Ideas such as sphere
true and one does not negate the other.”
How ver eenkapsis doess not really act as sovereignty and enkapsis highlight the
However,
a "counterbalancing"
“counterbalancing” concept. It is not, basic question of the nature of a school,
Inin any normal sense, the "other
“other side"
side” of especially one of "higher"
“higher” learning. In
the same coin.
deed, what are the structural norms, which
colDooyeweerd uses the term enkapsis to we must seek to positivize, for this col
describe the interlacing relation between lege?
various distinct entities which possess an
Furthermore, no apology need be made
internal structural principle of their own for using "jargon."
“jargon.” Without the subtleties
afand an independent leading function. In of understanding that such language af
other words, enkapsis is a complex strucstruc fords, the proper nature of a school, or any
tural variety, not a principle on par with societal structure, could not be well un
unsphere sovereignty.
sovereignty. Enkapsis can hardly derstood.
Huisman's
be paired with normativity as aspects
As an aside, I realize that Mr. Huisman’s
letter was not intended to be exhaustive
which associations posses.
quesThird, I agree that this school is a "free
“free or technically precise. However, I ques
association."
association.” Its members are voluntary, tion whether Covenant College actually
in- has an "enkaptic"
the.
“enkaptic” relationship with the
and thus, all compulsion is, in a sense, in
school’s
direct. I do not challenge the school
's gen
gen- Presbyterian Church in America. The sort
“control” that the denomination has
eral prerogative to make requirements. of "control"
Neither do I oppose the legitimacy of an does not really match up with any of the
Dooyewetypes of enkaptic relations that Dooyewe
enkaptic relationship with the church.
I am challenging the right of any group erd teaches which form the various inter
interor individual
indi victual outside the spheres of church lacements of societal structures.
structures.
—categori
In any case, to reiterate, even if the
and family to require worship
worship-categorically. Whether the compulsion is "direct"
“direct” school and church do have a genuinely
or "indirect"
“indirect” makes no difference. Predi
Predi- enkaptic relationship, this would not
school’s en
cates such as "informal"
“informal” are also irrelevant change the illegitimacy of the school's
enworship's fundamentally forcement of worship.
in light of the worship’s
mandatory nature.
By Greg Baus .
Religion & Philosophy Editor

Terminology of the Bi-Week*:
presents a new technical word every other week for
o f your vocabulary.
the amelioration of
heuristic (hyou-RIS-tick) aadj.
d j.:: helping to discover or learn; especially an
educational method in which students learn through their own research.
This word is derived from the Greek heuriskein,
“to find.”
heuriskein, meaning "to
find."
*My mother, a most faithful reader, corrected me concerning the use of the term
“bi-week.” I no longer need to ponder the (formerly supposed) eternal mystery of
"bi-week."
it having the same meaning as "bi-month."
“bi-month.” Bi-week is, indeed, the proper word
bi
since the paper is issued every other week. The difference between this and bi“issued twice a month,”
month, which means "issued
month," is easily understood in the context of
the month of October. What confused me was that we typically think of a month as
having four weeks. However, if something occurs every other Sunday; bi-weekly,
it would occur three times in the month of October.
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ical
ogical, teleolog
Christian
deontological,
teleological
an ethical theory: deontol
Christi
By Rick Quinn
Staff Writer

Ethical philosophy involves two levels
con
of discussion. Normative ethics is concerned with whether or not a given action
should be classified as
Metaright or wrong. Meta
ethics is concerned
with the nature of
rightness and wrongwrong
naness. What is the na
ture of good itself, or
bad itself?
Meta-ethics says "X
“X is the nature of
wrongness."
rightness, Y is the nature of wrongness.”
Normative
Nonnative ethical considerations are the
prescriptive applications of meta-ethical
inconclusions to a given situation. For in
Xis
“Given that X
is
stance, I would then say "Given
the nature of rightness; S behavior does
not fit the criterion of X for rightness, and
wrong."
is therefore wrong.”
Within the context of the discussion of
meta-ethics there are two main schools of
mainthought. Teleological ethical theory main
tains that the rightness or wrongness of a
given action is determined by the result.
The contrasting school is deontological
ethical theory, which argues that a given
action is right or wrong if it fulfills the
moral duty of man. Christian ethical theory
theois a “combination”
"combination" of both ethical theo
ries.
deTeleological ethics meta-ethically de
bafines rightness and wrongness on the ba
sis of whether or not a given act meets a
usudetermined end. That particular end is usu

ally defined as that which makes a person
happy. This is often called pragmatism.
eth
The problem inherent in pragmatic ethics is that there is no objective standard to
determine the nature of happiness. Hence,
person's
person's happiness is another person’s
one person’s
misery. In other words, teleological etheth
concepics may have a clear meta-ethical concep
tion, but it lacks a definitive normative
ethical recommendation.
Utilitarianism attempts to solve that
problem of pragmatism. Utilitarianism is
maina branch of teleological ethics that main
tains that an act is right or wrong if it sese
cures the greatest good for the greatest
number of people. While this system also
“good” as happiness, the fatal
defines "good"
wound for utilitarianism comes from an
existential angle.
“good” as the most
In the definition of "good"
utilitarianhappiness for the most people, utilitarian
ism contradicts the meta-ethical definition
of pragmatism in the life of the individual.
One’s own happiness may be comprocompro
One's
mised for the good of the masses.
The opposing school of ethical theory
is deontological ethics. This school mainmain
tained that the rightness or wrongness of
an action is contingent upon the motives
of the actor. That is, meta-ethically speakspeak
ing, something is right if it measures up to
a person's
person’s inherent moral duty.
person’s
The question arises as to how a person's
sense of moral duty is justified objectively,
esas the right intuition. In an attempt to es
tablish a normative ethic from the metaethical perspective, Immanuel
Im m anuel Kant
cat
wanted to argue for what he called a cat-

CET
GET
IN

egorical imperative.
impera
In contrast to the hypothetical imperative of teleological ethics that made an
particuaction necessary on the basis of a particu
lar circumstance, a categorical imperative
is a command or duty that is normative,
regardless of circumstance. A categorical
imperative is established on the basis of
autonomous law.
sysHeteronomy, Kant said, was a legal sys
tem imposed upon the individual by an
external authority. Autonomous law, by
contrast, comes from within the individual.
Therefore a categorical imperative is an
aspect of moral duty that finds its origin
within man himself, and is universally
applicable in all situations and binding
upon all persons.
While Immanuel Kant gives us valuable
insight for seeing ethical imperatives as
deontological and absolute, I think his
arrivconstruction falls tragically short of arriv
imperaing at consistency. If a categorical impera
tive must be autonomous, then there is no
deterarchitectonic, objective standard to deter
aumine the rightness or wrongness of an au
tonomous recommendation.
Epistemologically, Kant must revert to
some form of common sense philosophy
or some form of pragmatism; therefore the
categorical imperative is not and cannot
be completely deontological or objectively
autonomous.
ethIn one sense, a Christian theory of eth
ics can appreciate the insights of both
schools of moral philosophy, however not
inwithout some serious distinctions. For in
hristian m
eta-ethic is
meta-ethic
Christian
stance, the C

deontological. In Christian ethics, we
inought to do certain things by virtue of in
herent duty.
distincThis notwithstanding, there is a distinc
tion because our meta-ethical theory
doesn’t originate within ourselves as inin
doesn't
doe~ our
dividual beings per se; neither does
autonoethical imperative arise out of an autono
mous impulse. Our meta-ethic is inherent
crein us as beings only because we are cre
ated in the image of the righteous God.
imThat moral consciousness we possess im
mopels us to act morally, with the right mo
tives (deontological), only as we are in
covenant relationship to the one who made
us.
There is, as well, a teleological aspect
to Christian ethical theory, which forms
the context for the deontological aspect.
In other words, normative ethical theory
comes from our being made in the image
ethiof the righteous God. However, those ethi
realcal imperatives can never be truly real
ized—in both motive and action-unless
action—unless
ized-in
Therewe are in union with Jesus Christ. There
imfore, being finally conformed to the im
age of Christ when we get to consummate
glory in heaven is the teleological end of
our being originally made in the image of
God.
The deontological and teleological
schools offer very helpful categories to
perpetuate intelligent ethical discussion.
Nevertheless, we must maintain a clearly
defined system of meta-ethics as well as
normative ethics that coherently elaborates
a philosophy of morals that is from,
through, and to the Lord Jesus Christ.
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AN D GET
.00 per hour
$8.00
($7.00 base pay & $1.00 Tuition Assistance)

SHIFTS AVAILABLE
NIGHT
10 P M - 2 AM
SUN: 10PM-2AM
PM - 3:30 AM
MON-THUR: 11 PM-3:30AM

DAY
MON-FRI: 6 PM - 10:30 PM

SUNRISE
MON-FRI: 4:30 AM - 9:30 AM

PRELOAD
MON-FRI: 2:30 AM - 6:30 PM

POSTIONS AVAILABLE:
••UNLOADERS
UNLOADERS
•LOADERS
•QUALITY ASSURANCE
CLERKS

DIRECTIONS:
Take Hwy. 153 to
Shallowford Rd. Polymer
Drive is across from Red
Food Warehouse.
Requirements:

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:

445
(615) 899 --11445

You must be 18 years or
older. You must be able to
provide your own transtrans
portation. You must be able
to work a manual labor job.
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Waffle House offers
pretense of studying
By Liz_
Liz Pratt
Features Editor
Many Covenant College students go to
local all-night restaurants to study, or at
least they go with the intention to study.
Students can be distracted by getting in
involved in their own conversation, or bebe
coming engrossed in the surrounding en
environment of the restaurant.
Small restaurants are often used as
places to hang out by the surrounding comcom
munity. These hangouts keep us in touch
with life outside of Covenant.
It might be argued that such restaurants
are not really a true representation of "nor“nor
mal" life outside of the Covenant commumal”
commu
nity, but such visits can show us outside
the realm of the known Covenant into the
Chattanooga ...
unknown Chattanooga...
Betsy Rice and I decided to go to a lo
local Waffle House on Brainerd Road to
experience some local color.
The Waffle House attracts a wide vari
variety of customers. Although these are sitdown restaurants, people move in and out
of the restaurants quickly.
I saw high school and college students,
well-dressed couples taking carry-out food
with them, people coming in for a snack
after getting off the night shift and people
going off to work drinking coffee bareback.
I also overheard people sitting around
gossiping about local news and events.
Everyone is as friendly as an old shoe
to each other. The people at the Waffle
House burst out laughing every once and
a while.
Regular costumers do not hesitate to ask
a stranger’s
stranger's name—like
name-like the regular at the
booth behind me who asked the new wait
waitress her name.
Is it possible that a small-town-AndyGriffith life-style still exists in our tech
technologically advanced society? Well, sort
of. It is not as if Waffle Houses are built
as new ideas with new conveniences that
reflect our perception of good taste aesaes
thetically.
The other thing that strikes me are the
colors yellow, brown and orange, which,
in my mind, directly relate to the 70s.
Inside the box-shaped building which
resembles a toaster, the walls are lined with
brown wood panelling and yellow tiling.

Orange plastic upholstry covers the booth
seats and spare chairs. Orange plastic that
looks like imitation stained glass divides
the booths for additional privacy. Globes
hang like disco balls above each booth to
light the place.
Uniforms of the waitresses are also in
the 70s color tradition. They wear bur
burgundy and white striped button-up shirts,
black pants, black Reeboks and burgundy
cloth napkins bobby-pinned in their hair.
Interior design is not the only thing that
can distract you from studying. The con
constant murmur of laughter, whispering,
grease sizzling, utensils clinking against
plates and music from the jute box greet
you as you enter and bid you farewell as
you leave.
The sound and scent of strong, saporific,
savory sizzling incessantly saturated zee
air, becoming rhythmically louder and
softer like the ocean's
ocean’s surf as orders were
placed and then served.
I stopped my work to watch a booth
crammed with two high school girls and
four guys. With their entrance, the music
changed from a melody that would give a
dog a headache to songs like "Tequilla,"
“Tequilla,”
"Old Time Rock and Roll.”
Roll."
and “Old
All six of them chewed gum, three out
of the four guys had white hats that read
"Tornado
Lacrosse," and one guy had to
“Tornado Lacrosse,”
tilt his head up in order to see the others
from beneath his hat bill. At this time of
night, these guys were the only ones or
ordering cheese burgers and sodas.
The girls left with the boys calling after
them.
them .
“Fine!
Don’t say bye to me!"
me!”
"Fine! Don't
I could not listen in on their conversa
conversation, but from what I could catch, their top
topics seemed to cover all the issues that a
high school student might ever encounter.
"This
crazy...What a jerk!...I’m
“This guy is crazy...What
jerk!. .. I'm
letting him borrow ...
...T
hat’s sexual
That's
harrassment...The Founding Fathers didn’t
didn't
that...ln class
.... the Constitution..”
mean that...In
class....the
Constitution .."
The juke box has at least ten Waffle
House songs on it. My personal favorite
"Why Would You Eat Grits Anyplace
is, “Why
Else."
Else.”
A night at the Waffle House is more than
a small part of Chattanooga life, it is a
nostalgic interior design experience and a
resource for the local happenings of to
today.

Good News
comes in

Small
Small
Packages

the Quarterly Short Fiction
Magazine for Today's
Christian Reader.

Readers and writers wanted
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For information, send an
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C.S. Lewis taught at Magdlene College at Oxford University in England
Englana.

Character, history to be
found at Oxford University
By Anca Luca
ByAncaLuca
Guest Writer

The car was moving slowly as it cut its
way through the narrow sharply-curved
road. We were driving on the left side, the
"right"
“right” way, because we were in England.
As we pulled further into the heart of
the city, red-bricked residential houses
became fewer, while constructions of dif
different styles and sizes of the old medieval
ford became more numerous.
Over eight hundred years have passed
since this crossing of the main roads linklink
ing London with the province, once an
' "oxen
“oxen ford,"
ford,” began to develop foto
into an eduedu
cational and cultural center.
Yes, I was in Oxford. As I was peeping
through the foggy car windows, my heart
leapt with mixed feeling of joy and anxi
anxiety.
During my ·first
first Oxford visit in 1990,1
1990, I
took the double decker bus and sat on its
roof. I allowed my mind and heart to be
dazzled with the architecture and history
of all the prestigious colleges and their
famous students.
After forty minutes I lost track of the
number of colleges as my memory seemed
to have hit a threshold of saturation.
saturation. Too
' much information had been forced into my
mind.
Five years later, I was back in Oxford,
this time as a student ready to live an un
undreamed dream. During my first weeks
there, I perceived Oxford as "a
“a place with
character."
character.”

I saw character in its history, the existexist
ence of the 37 colleges and their students,
its architecture and the present concentra
concentration of students representing almost ev
every nation and tongue of the twentieth cen
century.
I also saw character in Oxford’s
crys
Oxford's crystallized “Britishness”
"Britishness" and its primary func
function as an educational fortress.
At Oxford, colleges, buildings, churches
and museums are named after saints,
kings, writers, theologians, social reform
reformers, philosophers, scientists and famous
battles. Walking through Oxford is like
strolling through England’s
England's history. Me
Medieval, red-bricked common houses sit
untroubled next to the Gothic sublimity
of the stone-built Christ Church, Keble
College, Magdalene College, Bodleian
Library and Ashmolean Museum.
Oxford shows character in the manner
it treats its present students. The impres
impressive Blackwell chain of bookstores offers
quality literature priced at a rate afford
affordable to any student.
At Oxford, churches rank from High
Anglican rite to Catholic, German speakspeak
ing Lutheran, Charismatic and Strict BapBap
tist. As with many colleges, students have
a broad selection of churches to attend.
Oxford is also famous for its pubs which
lure visitors with the "ale
“ale of the house.”
house."
pubs' narrow passages paved with
The pubs’
granite, frightening street-crime stories
and suspended stone bridges securely panpan
eled in glass and wood also add to the char
character found at Oxford.
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Students interact with ex-prisoners at Dismas
By K. Hohenberger and A. Brown
Guest Writers

The Dismas House in Chattanooga is a
facility where ex-prisoners are given a
stable, temporary environment in which
to re-adjust to independent living.
Unlike most halfway houses, Dismas is
not operated by a corrections department.
Rather, in order to provide a safe living
environment, residents apply and are inin
terviewed before being chosen to live at
Dismas.
Dismas allows more personal liberty
resi
than other similar institutions. The resi. dents cooperate to share chores, schedule
activities, and resolve qifferences
differences in a famfam
ily setting. Shared meals and required
weekly meetings are two formal times for
this interaction.
Most unique to Dismas is its emphasis
on community and student interaction, and
integral part of its mission to "reconcile
“reconcile
former prisoners to society and society to
former prisoners, through the development
of a supportive community."
community.”
Dismas aims to provide an environment
where responsibility and accountability

are learned through house responsibilities
and paying personal room costs and pro
program fees. This is done so the ex-offenders can become independent and self-supbeporting members of society instead of be
ing trapped into a life of crime again.
In a society sadly inclined to distrust
and ostracize former prisoners, the Dismas
community-students,
community—students, staff, and ex-prisex-pris
oners—provide mutual encouragement
oners-provide
and support as the former prisoners begin
to develop their independence once again.
Our first interaction with Dismas house
Covenant’s Federal Work
came through Covenant's
Study Program, which allots a certain
number of positions to community service.
We do work at the Dismas House every
Tuesday morning.
We were intrigued by the idea of interinter
acting with former prisoners and really did
not know what to expect on our first day
at Dismas.
Our formal responsibilities at Dismas
include data entry for mailing lists and
working on a student recruitment plan. But
the most interesting part of working at
Dismas is talking to the residents.
ex-prison
Student interaction with the ex-prison-

ers is key to the Dismas environment. The
ideal for this program, though, is not to
have only work study involvement, but
to have full-time student residents who
interact in all aspects of the Dismas comcom
munity.
"Students
“Students are core to what we try to do,"
do,”
says house director Tim Dismas.
The real benefit of the program is havhav
ing students live at Dismas, because it
makes an institutional or half-way house
atmosphere impossible. This enables true
prisoner rehabilitation, as Dismas is not
seen as an extension of prison time.
Emphasis is placed on breaking down
stu
the natural separation between the students and ex-prisoners. Both groups are
treated as equally as possible in house rere
sponsibilities and group interaction. StuStu
dents share chores, pay rent, obey rules
and live in the same environment as the
ex-offenders.
·students
Students -also
also impact conversations in
the house. Students incorporate a variety
of experiences and perspectives which didi
rect the other residents interest to areas
besides their prison time. Students also
man
provide an example of practical time man-

agement and well-rounded social interacinterac
tion.
Students also benefit personally from livliv
ing at Dismas. Interacting daily with the
ex-prisoners educates the students about
the struggle others face and helps them to
understand circumstances different from
their own. Students cannot remain theoretitheoreti
cal when faced with actual problems. PerPer
sonal relationships that are formed change
the stereotypes many of us have about
former prisoners,
prisonersi enabling us to look past
their crimes and see a real person trying to
begin his or her life again.
Of particular interest in the Covenant
community, is that living at the Dismas
House is an excellent practical introducintroduc
tion to missionary work, as it provides an
unfamiliar environment and background to
which students must adjust and with which
they must positively interact.
There is no particular time commitment
required for a student residency, although
an academic year is preferable because it
provide stability and continuity in the
house. Dismas provides a less expensive
alternative to dorm life, and gives the stustu
dent a truly life-changing experience.
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Regent University College of Communication and the Arts offers graduate degrees for men and
women who are called to impact the world with excellence and integrity.
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MASTER
MAsTER OF AETS
ARTS

specialized emphases in the following
Our master's degree program provides specializ.ed
areas:
•>Cinema-Television
•>Journalism
•>Communication Studies
•i Theatre Arts
Regent students have access to state of the art equipment, including a
/
remote production truck and an Avid editing suite. F.ach
Each year, students //
produce Benson music videos, award-winning stageplays
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and student publications. Regent students have
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This research-oriented
research-oriented degree
degree allows
allows specialty
specialty in such
such
This
------vital areas as cinema-television
dnema-television production, theatre, global evangelizaevangeliza
tion, statistical research and a variety of other concentrations. Designed by a faculty
of experts, the fully-accredited program is also offered via Internet

Formore detailed infonnation,_
information, call: 1.-800-677-7858
1-800-677-7858

£REGENT
R eg en t
U niversity .
-UNNERSITY.

Traudl.re
5 largest used
Spend an afternoon browsing through Chattanooga ’s

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION AND 1HE
THE AKrS
ARTS
COLLEGE

a n d CD
C D store. We have
h ave over
o v e r 20,000
2 0 ,000 used CDs
C D s in stock,
book and
9 0 ,0 0 0 used
u sed books, 1,500 used videos, plu
of
pluss a large selection of
90,000
es, laser
la ser discs, new and
an d used
u sed books on tape, and
and
used video gam
games,
a select group of
o f new magazines.
m agazines.

1000 Regent University
Univeisity Drive, Vu-ginia
Vuginia Beach, VA
VA 23464-9840 • World Wide Web:
Web: http1lwww.regent.edu
httpJIvnmv.regentedu
lrol

Near Covenant College

Mountain Air
Resort Motel
Phone: (706) 820-2012
2 Adults, 2 Children -- $35 plus tax
Closed Dec., Jan., Feb.

Buy

Chattanooga
Knoxville
4931 Kingston Pike

6401 Lee Highway
Phone: 892-0067

-- Hours Monday - Thursday 9am-9pm
Friday - Saturday 9am-1
9am-10pm
0pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm

Oakridge

374 S. Illinois
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'With
‘With hope in our hearts,
and wings on our heels'
heels’
Cross-country teams end regular season, gear up fo
forr regions
By Joe Kaufmann
Staff Writer

gath
Over 400 runners from eight states gathered at the Horse Park in Georgetown,
Kentucky last Saturday, Oct. 21, for one
of the nation's
nation’s largest cross~country
cross-country meets,
the Southeastern Classic.
Abby Reeder led the Lady Scots'
Scots’ pack,
placing 19th out of 165 runners with a time
of 20:
17. The women finished r.inth
20:17.
ninth out
of 19 teams, just eight points
point!'. behind
Belmont University and 43 points in front
of David Lipscomb University, both MidSouth Region opponents.
"This
“This race is significant for our women
as a test to see how we need.to work
against Belmont and Lipscomb in next
week's
week’s race. Based on today's
today’s race results
we came
cam e out pretty good, beating
Lipscomb pretty easily. I think if Catherine
[Middendorf] is healthy next week, we
have a good chance ofupsetting
of upsetting Belmont
and going to nationals,"
nationals,” said Coach David
Taylor of his team's
team’s chances in tomorrow's
tomorrow’s
Mid-South Regional Championship in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Estonian superstar Heeno Haava set a
course record of 25:26 in the 8K event,
and the Covenant men placed ninth out of
23 full teams. Phil Gelston placed 53rd for
the Scots in 27:57.
"It
“It was
w a s,b. big
i g field and I ran hard. But I
higher if
feel I could have placed a little -higher
hadn’t been so many runners in front
there hadn't
me,” commented Gelston in a post-race
of me,"
interview.
Haava broke away from the rest of the
field midway through the race, and then
no
cruised to the victory. His time was nowhere near his best this season of 23:52,

and he hopes to run a 24:00 at nationals in
two weeks, but believes his chances of
winning the big race are minimal.
"There
“There are too many Kenyans to beat
all at one time,"
time,” Haava said.
Five of the NAIA Top 20 men's
men’s teams
competed in the race, which was won by
Brevard Junior College, another ranked
team.
Emory University edged Berry College
women’s
by a single point in winning the women's
competition.
Toby Riggs and Brad Stout, both topfive runners for Covenant last year, rere
turned after long bouts with injuries this
season, though not in top form. The team
has sorely missed their contributions this
Scots’ tougher
season, especially with the Scots'
schedule. In addition, Jeremy Jones, Kevin
Vedders, Travis Knight, John Huisman and
Eric Van Zee have yet to match their best
times from previous seasons. But even
with stiffer competition in the weekly
meets, the Scots have still put together a
respectable 48-27 record against non-Div.
I teams.
I-teams.
After four of their top seven quit during
the off-season, the Lady Scots were left
with little hope of repeating last year's
year’s
unprecedented achievements. But Naomi
fresh
Turner and Carolyn Hubbard, two freshman recruits, have stepped up to help'
help fill
regu
in the holes. The women finished the regular season with a record of 40-26.
W
hile the women have an outside
While
chance of qualifying for nationals in
tomorrow's
tomorrow’s region championship, the men
must face second ranked Life College and
25th ranked West Florida College. So
Gelston hopes to join Haava at nationals
by qualifying as an individual.

Toby Riggs relays the start of
o f the men
men’'s.I' race to the course marshalls over the radio.

Gelston, Reeder place in top five
Brand new course showcased in Homecoming meet
By Joe Kaufmann
Staff Writer

men’s cross-country team secured
The men's
their biggest victory of the season in
Covenant's
Covenant’s Homecoming Invitational on
Oct. 21.
The Scots upset one-time nationally
ranked Lindsey Wilson College by a comcom
fortable margin (52-84), finishing second
out of seven teams. Rhodes College of
Memphis won .the
the five-mile event easily
with a score of 27 points by packing five
runners into the top 10.
C ollege’s nationally-ranked
Berry College's
women's
women’s team dominated the women's
women’s SK
5K
race in similar fashion, also placing five
Berry’s Michelle
runners in the top 10. Berry's
Rhodes’
Abernathy won in 20:23, edging Rhodes'
Nicole Horvath by two seconds.
Covenant’s Abby Reeder finished fifth
Covenant's
21:13,
overall in 21:
13, leading the Lady Scots
to a fourth-place finish.

In the men's
men’s race, Lindsey Wilson's
Wilson’s
Oliver
O liver Katembo Kainda covered
Covenant's
Covenant’s grueling course in 28:48, beatbeat
ing out Shorter College's
College’s Rob Ball at the
finish. Phil Gelston finished fourth overover
all in 29:23.
“I could have had a faster time if the
"I
course had been shorter,"
shorter,” commented
Gelston.
first events run on
The races were the .first
Covenant's
Covenant’s freshly bulldozed course. A
few visiting teams complained of the
rough footing, which, combined with the
hilly terrain, accounted for some slow
times. But the meet was largely a success,
Taylor’s long hours
thanks to Coach David Taylor's
spent as race director.
“Some teams weren't
weren’t too happy with the
"Some
course conditions, but the coaches of the
smaller schools were pleased with the way
cross-coun
things went. They asked for cross-counit,” said Taylor after the
try, and they got it,"
race.

Lady Scots pick up intensity
Vonhof, Doerbaum impressive in recent matches
had a combined total of seven digs.
The Covenant volleyball team acquired
their second three-game shutout as they
The Lady Scots volleyball team proved beat the Martin Methodist team again on
that a five-day fall break was no problem .Tuesday,
Tuesday, Oct. 24, in their home gym in
for them, winning four of their last five Pulaski, Tennessee.
matches, three of them by shutout.
Their next match against Spelman on
The first of these came on Thursday, Oct. 27 was forfeited, resulting in the Lady
Oct. 19 as the Lady Scots easily defeated Scots second forfeit victory of the year.
Martin Methodist here at Covenant in three
Finally, on Saturday, Oct. 28, the CovCov
games, 15-9, 15-4, 15-7.
enant squad played a tri-m
tri-match
atch at
The Covenant squad struggled a bit in Maryville against Maryville and Carsonthe beginning of the first game of the Newman. They looked forward to a diffidiffi
match because of their own sluggishness, cult day considering the two tough teams
pass they would be playing.
lack of intensity and poor free-ball passing. However, late in the game they
They had not beaten the Maryville
seemed to realize that if they did not pick squad on the road in several years and they
up their intensity they could lose to a team expected Carson-Newman to be strong as
that they should shut-out.
well.
The Lady Scots played strong second
The Lady Scots played a strong first
and third games to claim the victory.
match against Carson-Newman, but their
Middle
M
iddle hitters Sarah Vonhof and expectations proved to be true and they
Rebecca Doerbaum combined for 24 kills. lost in four games.
Setters Tricia Tucker and Allison Fekete
The high note came later in the day as
had 15 and 20 assists respectively. Katie the Lady Scots chalked up their third
Swierzb came off the bench and provided three-game shutout by beating Maryville,
bringing their overall record to 14-10.
three more kills in the third game.
The Covenant team also got a defensive They finished fifth in the TVAC at 7-9.
Covenant closes their regular season at
lift from Jessica Doerfel and Joanna
MacNair, a pair of freshmen defensive home on Nov. 4 against Maryville at 12
specialists, who came off the bench. They noon and La Grange at 3:30 p.m.
By Jeremy Davis
Guest Writer
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Super Scot: Covenant forward Martha Kickasola
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor
For four seasons, two on the club team
and two on the varsity team, Martha
Kickasola has been an offensive power for
dribthe Lady Scots soccer team with deft drib
bling and passing skills and a powerful
shot.
Just as she has seen her team grow and
mature over these years, she has also seen
herself change and mature at Covenant.
Martha was bom
born in Ashland, Ohio, in
1973. She grew up in a Christian home
with two brothers. Her dad taught at the
local seminary.
“I had a wonderful childhood,"
childhood,” Martha
"I
wonder“As for being a kid, it was wonder
said. "As
ful growing up in a small town of 30,000.
up."
It was a great place to grow up.”
The summer before her sixth-grade year
her family moved to Virginia Beach where
her father was hired to teach at Regent
University.
In high school, she attended nearby
Norfolk Christian, which was a good-sized
Christian school. In her class of 60, Martha
graduated as the valedictorian.
“It was a goal of mine to do that from
"It
tenth grade on when I realized that I could
co
do it. I was really competitive with the cocaptain of my soccer team,”
team," Martha stated.
“She was one-tenth of a point less than
"She
me when we graduated. We were really
good friends but it was close competition."
competition.”
As a four-year starter on her high school
school’s allsoccer team she became the school's
time leading scorer with 66 career goals,
including 25 in her sophomore year.
“I came back my junior year wanting
"I
25 again and it was double-team all the
time,”
time," Martha said with a smile.
In her junior and senior years her team
made the conference tournament final for
private schools but was defeated by a lolo
cal team that had not lost for almost seven

years. In those two years, along with her
sophomore season, she was awarded a spot
on the first team all-conference squad.
Martha also competed in basketball
throughout high school and was a conferconfer
ence all-star her senior year.
“My star game was when I scored four
"My
three-pointers. We were down by 20 points
with eight minutes left. There was a long
delay because of an injury and when the
three-point
game started again I hit four three-pointwon," Martha recalled.
ers in a row and we won,”
“I was short and a terrible dribbler though,
"I
favorite."
wasn’t my favorite.”
and basketball wasn't
When it came time to choose a college,
one stood out among the others Martha had
applied to and she ended up enrolling at
Covenant.
“The
"The main reason I came to Covenant
was because my older brother, Joe, came
here and we were really close and he loved
deci
it so much. I just really trusted his deciit," Martha said
sion and his opinions of it,”
“He
of her brother who graduated in 1994. "He
at
loved his professors and the academic atmosphere. I was looking for a Christian
college where I could have good academacadem
ics and good friendships."
friendships.”
“When I visited I had such a good time
"When
with my brother’s
brother's friends. It helped a lot
to meet older people and get to know them
right away."
away.”
Midway through her freshman year,
when it came time to make a decision on
a major, Martha was somewhat indecisive
and unsure.
“I chose my major [psychology] kind
"I
couldn’t decide
of randomly because I couldn't
what to major in. I thought I could apply
psychology to whatever career I would
pursue,”
“I used to think I wanted
pursue," she said. "I
to get a Ph.D. in psychology. Now I'd
I’d like
to go into a specific, scientific profession
that will make me think but will be one
that helps people.”
people."
She plans to apply to the University of

From just inside the box, Martha Kickasola prepares to strike a goal-bound shot.
Minnesota for a speech pathology degree
after her marriage in May to fellow senior
Mark Rusten. Recently Mark was accepted
to Minnesota's
Minnesota’s medical school and they
decided to move there after their wedding.
“If it's
it’s financially possible I'll
I’ll try to go
"If
11
to school at the same time. If not, I'
I’ll
work,”
work," Martha stated of her immediate
future.
Martha's time
Of course, a major part of Martha’s
at Covenant has been taken up by the hours
spent practicing and playing games for the
soccer team. She has fond memories of
the past seasons, especially when the team
achieved varsity status last season.
“It is so exciting for me to have been a
"It
part of the beginning team.
team. My memories
will be so good of soccer here as a team.
When we walked out on Scotland Yard for
the first time it was so wonderful because
we wanted it so badly,”
badly," Martha said of the
team’s
“It’s
team's switch from club to varsity. "It's
feel
such a nice field and has an intense feeling about it.”
it."
She feels the team has greatly improved
from last season, however.

“We are so much better than last year
"We
and we have so much more talent. EveryEvery
coach
better-our play and the coachthing is better—our
we've done in
I'm pleased with what we’ve
ing. I’m
two years and I'm
I’m glad I got to be a part
it."
of it and a leader in it.”
As far as changes in her life at Covenant,
Martha points to one main area where she
has grown closer to Christ.
“I definitely think more in terms of what
"I
God wants for my life when I think about
don’t know
the future, than what I want. I don't
if I would have said that in high school,"
school,”
Martha speculated. "I
“I want what God
wants for me more than anything."
anything.”
“As for me and my career, I’m
I'm not sure
"As
what God wants for me right now."
now.”
Martha is glad she came to Covenant
and had the opportunity to play soccer.
“I didn’t
didn't come to college to play soccer
"I
because they didn't
didn’t even have a [varsity]
academteam when I came. I came for the academ
ics and Christian atmosphere and to meet
Christian friends. I got those things and
resoccer was just a bonus that has been re
me.”
ally exciting for me."

C foes
Piedmont, roll over TVA
TVAC
Lady Scots blank Piedntont,
By Aaron Thompson
Staff Writer

Sir Isaac Newton defined momentum as
the product of an object's
object’s mass and veloc
velocity.
As if the Lady Scots soccer team needed
even more momentum heading into this
week’s
week's TVAC tournament, they increased
their velocity with an impressive 3-0 win
over Piedmont College.
regu
Going into their last match of the regular season, the Scots expected a tightly
contested battle. It wasn’t.
wasn't.
The opening ten minutes of play saw
Covenant pounding a number of shots on
the Lady Lions’
Lions' goal, none of which found
the net. Piedmont narrowly missed getting
on the board first with a hard shot that
rattled off the comer of the Scots'
Scots’ goal
which was tended by Sarah Donaldson.
The efforts of Covenant's
Covenant’s potent offense
finally came to fruition in the 11th minute
de
of play. Martha Kickasola split two defenders with a pass to fellow senior Allison
Rump who was lurking in the middle of
the penalty box. One quick cut past the
Lion sweeper was all Rump needed to get
ham
an open, 10-yard shot which she hammered just inside the right goal-post.
meredjust
Rump would return the favor to
Kickasola 16 minutes later. As Kickasola

In a mid-air leap, Jill Hancock heads
away a potential Piedmont offensive
chance just outside the six.
made a long run in-line with the right goal
post, Rump dealt a beautiful pass to
Kickasola’s feet. At full speed and in full
Kickasola's
stride, Kickasola drilled a shot at the heart
of the goal that the Lion keeper could only
watch.
In what would turn out to be the final
score of the game, Kim Hinson converted
a one-on-one opportunity to complete the
team’s
team's scoring.
With the day's
day’s scoring ended, the Lady
sec
Scot defense took the spotlight. The second half of play was marked by midfield

concontrol and a style of play not very con
ducive to fan excitement.
In a fact that is almost becoming redun
redundant when dealing with Lady Scots socsoc
cer, the defense, led by sweeper Jill
Hancock, was superb.
In the 11
11 games that the freshman
phenom has started at sweeper, Covenant
has gone 8-3. Even more impressive is the
fact that the team has given up only four
goals in that same span-compared
span—compared to 20
goals in the first four games sans Hancock.
Granted, there were some tough teams
in those first few games, but in no way
can this trend be pure coincidence. For a
case in point, Midway College, no pushpush
over at 12th in the nation, was held to only
two goals by the revamped defense.
“It’s
"It's a lot of fun. Every now and then I
want to go up front, but I do like it,”
com
it," commented Hancock on the switch from for
forward to sweeper.
Regardless of whether or not the Lady
Scots’ turnaround was due to Hancock’s
Hancock's
Scots'
imswitch, or some other combination of im
provements, there can be no doubt that this
team is not the same one that started the
season 0-4-1.
Coach Mark Duble has transformed a
"potential" into a team that has
team with “potential”
reached its peak at the most critical time
of the season.

********

If there were any lingering doubts in
anyone’s mind about who the best
anyone's
women’s
women's soccer team in the TVAC is,
those doubts were erased in the two weeks
before the conference tournament.
Tennes
A pre-fall break 1-0 win over Tennescon
see Wesleyan gave the Lady Scots conference win number three.
On Oct. 19, the women demolished
Montreat Anderson 13-0 to improve their
conference record to an impeccable 4-0.
sea
The victory also clinched the regular season TVAC championship for the team.
Hinson led the way with a hat trick,
while Rump, Paige Trimmier, and Emily
White chipped in with two goals apiece.
Kickasola, Sarah Duble, Melissa Stanton,
and Polly Johnson each had a single tally
in the blowout win.
In such an offensive game it is easy to
overlook the defense. Once again,
Hancock was flawless in her role as
sweeper. Also strong in the backfield were
the always-consistent, yet often-unheroften-unher
alded Rachel Stanton and Beth Owens.
Not only did the win lock up hosting
privileges for the Lady Scots, it marked
the completion of a season-long shut-out
in conference play. The women out-scored
their TVAC foes 20-0 in four regular-season games.
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Eagles soar
past Scots, 2-1

Scots stampede Buffaloes
Covenant (6-1-1) clinches TVAC regular season title
Jackson Alexander's
A lex an d er’s backside and
bounced off the crossbar. Legters gathered
in the rebound, took one touch to the side
Coach Brian Crossman and his Scots and finished his second goal of the game.
only had to wait a little while for Bryan
hun
In the second half the Scots seemed hunCollege to slip up in conference play. EarEar gry and scored again in the 53rd minute
lier this season he stated prophetically, off an Ian Mattice throw-in. The throw
"All
“All we have to do is beat Milligan and from the far corner
comer cleared several defenddefend
up."
wait for Bryan to slip up.”
ers and bounced to Legters who looped a
He didn't
didn’t have to wait long as the LiLi header over the misplaced Buffalo keeper.
ons not only slipped up, but with a loss
Ninety seconds later Shannon sent a
and a tie, dropped from the top spot in the beautiful ball through the Milligan defense
TVAC down to the number three slot. and Alexander was there to gather it in.
Meanwhile the Scots finished off lowly His quick inside-out shot glanced off the
Milligan and claimed yet another regular post on its way into the net.
season conference title.
The starters would sit down a minute
of a later for the remainder of the game after
The 6-0 victory on Oct. 21 in front ofa
capacity homecoming crowd over the BufIn the far corner
Buf the sixth and final tally. In
faloes saw every Scot play extensively as Legters crossed the ball right in front of
they ran their conference record to 6-1-1. the goal to an open Shannon who volleyed
The win secured home field advantage home a strong left-footed shot.
throughout the TV
AC playoffs for the third
TVAC
From there on out, the Scot reserves
straight year.
played evenly with the Buffaloes but neinei
The Scots jumped on the board quickly . ther team could manage a goal as the game
in the third minute of play as Philip Caines ended with the lopsided 6-0 margin.
comer kick down the far
took a rebounded corner
The Scots defense played impeccably
wing and lofted a short cross into the throughout as they held the Buffaloes to
middle. Daniel Legters was there to flick one good scoring chance. A hard strike hit
it in for the early 1-0 lead.
the post for Milligan midway through the
Just five minutes later the Scots would first half but that was all they could mus
musstrike again. A misplay by the Buffalo ter offensively as the defense of Caines,
M attice and keeper Josh
sweeper off a pass from Legters in the box Ted Sinn, Mattice
was controlled by Brandon Shannon and Leonard recorded their fifth shut-out of the
blasted home for liis
his 16th goal of the year. season.
The Scots would take a 3-0 lead into
Scott Noll, Chris Moore, Dave Fish and
keepers Todd MacMillan and Ike Reeder
half-time after a weird goal.
With just under 20 minutes remaining all were instrumental in the second half
in the half, a Buffalo clear attempt hit off on defense.
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

Kurt Halvorson and many of
o f the rere
forr
serves played evenly with Milligan fo
nearly half of
o f the game.

********

The Milligan victory got the Scots back
on the winning track after a loss and a tie
just before fall break.
Covenant hosted Alabama A&M, an
NCAA Div. I team, on Oct. 11
11 and sufsuf
fered a close 3-1 setback.
The Scots struck first on a Shannon to
Josh Good connection early on but then
Bull
saw the lead slowly slip away on a Bulldog tap-in from close range and a penalty
kick.
The Bulldogs made the score 3-1 in the
74th minute on a disputed offsides call.
Though the loss was disappointing, the
Scots played well against a talented D-1
D-I
team who plays many nationally ranked
powerhouses.
Scots tied Tennessee
On Oct. 14 the .Scots
Temple University in Chattanooga, 1-1.
A second-half Shannon goal was all the
Scots could muster after surrendering a
to the Crusaders on their
first-half goal to-the
home field.

Scots quiet Lions, finish season with a roar·
roar
poise~ to take TVAC _ccrown
rown
Legters, Good, and Shannon shine in 3-1 win; Scots poised
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

In their final regular season game of the
year the Scots dominated the Piedmont
Lions and took a 3-1 victory in front of
their home crowd.
Just three minutes into the match the
Scots struck for their 40th goal of the year.
After
After a run down the near wing Daniel
Legters gave a beautiful cross to Brandon
Shannon. He unselfishly left the ball for
Josh Good who blasted it into the upper
left corner by the Lion keeper, who never
quite gained his footing.
The Scots struck again eight minutes
later for a 2-0 lead. A give-and-go from
Jackson Alexander to Legters resulted in
a strong tum
turn by Legters. His shot deflected
slightly off a defender and into the lower
left corner.
re
Defense was then the key for the remainder of the half. Most play took place
in the middle of the field as neither team
team’s stingy
could penetrate the opposing team's
defense.
At the beginning of the second half the
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Scots looked a bit out of sync and appeared
to be satisfied with the two goal lead. The
Lions had several opportune chances and
in the most memorable save of the day,
Covenant keeper Josh Leonard dove backback
wards and deflected a shot just over the
crossbar.
The Scots broke out of their mini-slump
in the 64th minute and tallied their final
goal. On a heads-up play, Shannon turned
a Lion foul from 45 yards out into a perper
fect goal.
After being knocked down from behind,
he quickly put the ball down on the spot
of the infraction and sent a 30 yard cross
defend
to Legters. Legters outleaped two defenders and headed a one-hopper into the near
side netting. The goal marked the fourfour
Shannon- had
teenth time Legters and Shannorr
teamed up for the Scots this season.
season.
In the final ten minutes of the match the
Lions showed some signs of life. By this
time with the game well in hand and his
Scots holding a 3-0 lead, Coach Brian
re
Crossman had emptied his bench and removed most of his starters. The Lions
struck for their only goal with exactly

seven minutes remaining on a tap-in
against Covenant keeper Todd MacMillan,
ear
who had replaced Leonard 15 minutes earlier. Thirty seconds later a Lion forward
for
sent a long shot over MacMillan but, fortunately for the Scots, the ball glanced off
the crossbar and over the goal.
The victory finalized the Scots overall
season record at 9-3-3 and gave them a
winning record of 3-2-2 for the month of
October.
Most importantly the win gave the Scots
a confidence boost after a rough month
where they were shut-out once and three
times held to a single tally.
semi
It also sends them into their TVAC semifinal match with the Bluefield-Tusculum
15 a.m. with a win unwinner today at 11:
11:15
un
der their belt. If they win that game, the
Scots, the .number
number one seed in the conferconfer
ence, will face the winner of the Lee-Bryan
match tomorrow. Lee, the number two
seed, faces Bryan today at 2:00 p.m. in the
other semi-final match-up.
The championship game is scheduled
for tomorrow (Nov. 4) at 2:00 p.m. on
Scotland Yard.

On Oct. 25 the Scots traveled to
Col
Marietta, Georgia, to face the Life College Eagles for their second meeting in as
many years.
The game was played on a smaller field
and at an earlier time because Life had
recently experienced difficulties with their
lighting system on their game field.
The Scots entered with confidence, hav
hav. ing soundly beaten the Eagles 3-0 at ScotScot
land Yard in their match last season.
Life had recruited extensively in the offoff
season, however, and is currently made up
of players from all over the world. They
were also just ahead of the Scots in the
NAIA rankings, receiving two more votes
overall for the Top 20.
This year's
year’s match would end with an
Eagle victory by a slim 2-1 margin.
Just over a minute into the match, BranBran
don Shannon gave Jackson Alexander a
nice lead pass on the left side and he finfin
ished off a volley for the early 1-0 lead.
That was all the Scots would manage ofof
fensh'.ely
fensively as the Eagle backline and their
goalie, Sam Sasha, denied them several
times over the remaining 88 minutes.
minutes. .
Life
Life struck the equalizer soon after on.
on
Leonard’s
a shot hit just over keeper Josh Leonard's
reach.
Then in the 36th minute on a scramble
Then
inside the Scots'
Scots’ 12, a Life forward nailed
in
a hard, low shot that glanced off the inside post and rolled over the goal line. That
would be all as far as goals for the game
team’s defense turned back all
as each team's
opportunities.
Covenant’s best chance to tie came late
Covenant's
in the second half as a Stephen Hitchcock
cross was redirected on a Shannon header
Life’s keeper, Sasha,
towards the goal. Life's
managed to knock the ball down a yard
from the line and the Eagle sweeper
cleared it away.
“We played _w
well
we
"We
ell enough to win and we-created some chances. I think a tie would
have been a fair result in the game,"
game,” comcom
mented Coach Brian Crossman.
"That's
“That’s the kind of match we're
we’re looklook
ing for outside of our conference. They
were a very international team,"
team,” quipped
for
Crossman of the Eagles who had 18 foreign players.
“We have to find a way to win those
"We
type of games rather than lose them."
them.”
Crossman recognizes the difficult task
playahead of his team in the conference play
offs and in the region playoffs, should they
win the TVAC tournament.
"I'd
“I’d like to have seen us raise it up a
notch. I think we have to raise it up a notch
to advance in the playoffs and if we don't
don’t
do it, we're
we’re not going to go far.
“It’s close enough now where if somesome
"It's
one has a hot day or someone gets a break
we could be watching the championship
game,” said Crossman of the tightly concon
game,"
TVAC. "It's
“It’s that close in our contested TVAC:

